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The SKYLARK 4
18 metre Competition Sailplane, is now

available on short delivery.

The DART
15 metre O.S.TJ.V. Class Competition Sailplane

is now entering full production. New orders are being
accepted for delivery in 1965.
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Banking on "BP

and banking on BP
This chap isn"t (repeat isn't) a daredevil. Just a highly
cautious type of flyer who's banking on BP Aero Oil (in
cans). Here's why. He wants an oil that's guaranteed
clean. fresh from the can. He wants easier starting. faster
warm-up. less engine wear, lower operating costs. So he
relies on BPAero Oil 100. Top-quality straight mi neral oil
for aero engines reqUirin.9 oil to British~
Specification D. Eng. R.D. 2472 8/0. AI.~
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National Championships 1964
fun without hardship, there is little rea
son why it should not happen. Con
veniently, on the occasions when a pilot
needs hIS full crew, such as for Distance
tasks, fewer helpers are required,as
there are no' start lines or turning
points.

As well, attempts will be made to try
to reduce still more the interval between
launches. We know that we can run at
a steady interval of just under a minute
a launch at Lasham. But it is not easy
to reduce this by much owing to the
existence of runways, and the fairly
narrow grass area parallel to the main
runway on the north side. At South
Cerney there are no complications of
runways. or narrow strips, and it is
expected to be able to launch at a
satisfactorily fast rate. On suitable
occasions in this year's Nationals some
experiments in Layout will be tried.

The new Slingsby IS-metre, the Dart,
will be flown by s,everal top pilots, and
it is sincerely hoped that the weather
will provide opportunity of trying it
out competitively in both weak and
strong conditions. This was not possible
during the Easter meetings, when the
weather was appreciably colder than at
Christmas! .

A further baptism is taking place at
Lasham in time for the Championship
(we hope). This is the opening of the
new clubhouse, where everyone will be
able to drink, eat, and have showers
in a shiny modern building. After the
years of bursting at the seams in a war
time erection, the sensc of luxury will
be wonderful.

THE 1964 Championships are being
held at Lasham fram 16th-24th

May. Because Whitsun falls early, tbe
public holiday will be on the tint in
stead of the last Monday, and so the
meeting will last 9 instead af 10 days.
In order to make the best usc of the
time, the first Saturday wilI be a full
flying day for both Leagues, weather
permitting. The Championships will be
opened by Nicholas Goodhart, who is
unfortunately not able to compete this
year.

The Competitors will be divided intQ
two Leagues as previously, with a maxi
mum of 4V gliders in each. All pilots
must have competition ratings, the 40
entrants with the highest ratings compos
ing League 1.

In addition to the rated pilots, the
B.G.A. Capstan two-seater will be com
peting, giving competiti()D experience to
Instructors, and there will be a guest
team from Italy. Giorgio and Adele
Orsi are well known as enthusiastic
private owners, who have done a great
deal for gliding, particularly at Varese,
and we wish them an enjoyable stay
with us.

Although superficially similar to pre
vious Championships at Lasbam, tbe 1964
event will be used in several ways as a
research and training ground for the
1965 World Championships to be held
at South Cerney in Gloucestershire. For
example, it will be necessary to increase
the number ,of experienced turning-point
observers, instead of relying on the
stalwart few that wc have in the past.

In order to give a slight breathing
space to our regular voluntary helpers,
before the 1965 marathon, competitors
will be asked to offer oJp one of their
crew members for a single day to help.
It is an interesting statistic that if, iD
fact, each pilot gave up ope crew mem
ber on only one day throughout the
entire contest period this would pro
vide enough people to man the start
and finish lines, all the retrieve tele
phones, and to do, the timekeeping. ~f
we continue to have plenty of competi
tion opportunity in the form of both
Nationals and Regionals, there will have
to be more competitor participation in
the running of them. Since this can be
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Soviet Team for the World Cnampionships
by BOlUS OLSHEVSKY

Master of Sport; Sports Correspondent of the Novosti Press Agency.

THE U.s.s.R. Aeronautical Federa
tion has applied for pa.rticipation in

the World Gliding Championship to be
held in Britain in May-June, 1965.
After an utlsuccessfuI debut in such
competitions six years ago, Soviet glider
pilots drew the proper lesson from the
defeat and began to tra.in harder and
take part more frequently in inter
nationaJ competitions, often being
placed among prizewinners. For in
stance, in 1962 Vladimir Chuvyakov
won the first-ever race along a 500-km.
triangular roote, held in Poland, and
last year, in Rumania, Oleg Suslov was
placed third in the combined event.

Soviet glider pilots hold four world
records, among them the eleven-year
old record of Viktor I1chenko, who flew
829.822 km. in a straight line. For 25
years no Qne has been able to improve
upon Olga Klepikova's record of
749.203 km. also straight."

.. In the World Championship in
Britain we shall meet with the very
experienced sportsmen of Poland,
Yugoslavia, Britain, the German Federal
Republic and Argentina," says Leonid
Petryanov. senior coach of the Soviet
team. .. We hope that this time we
shall perfof11l better than in 1958. Our
fliers are training hard for the cham
pionship."

Last summer an open nation-wide
tournament was held at which candi
dates for the national team were
selected. At the end of April, in
Dniepropetrovsk (Ukraine), qualifying
competitions will be staged to determine
the composition of the national team,
which will consist of four leading fliers
and two substitutes. These six will con
centrate on the World Championship
programme.

Next June our glider pilots will take
part in international friendly competi
tions in Czechoslovakia, and in July
the National Championship will be

"'This record was beaten in 1951 by
R. H. Johnson (United States) hut is
still the world distance record for
women.-Eo.

staged. In August and september the
strongest Soviet glider pilots will per
form high-altitude flights on the air
wave and carry out various tactical tasks.
In the spring of 1965 they will have a
dress rehearsal and go to Britain to
contest the world crown.

They will perform in two classes,
Open and Standard. In the open class
they will fly the KAI-I9 and in the
standard class, the KAI-14.

The KAI-19 is a new glider designed
by young engineers, with Pyotr Kamy
shev, Georgy VorobyQv, Mikhail Simon
ov and Alexei Sorokin at the head. Its
wing span is 20 metres (65 ft. 7/t in.)
and wing area 14 sq. 1T,l. (150.7 sq. ft.).
The fuselage length is 7.96 m. (27 ft.
11 in.), width 0.64 m. (2 ft. I in.). and
height 0.73 m. (2 ft. 5 in.). The /lying
weight is 414 kg. (913 lb.) and maxi
mum speed 250 km/h.. (135 knots).

'those who, in Leonid Petryanov's

ALL OVER THE WORLD

4,000
(OSIM VARIOMETERS
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National & International Records

"Cook" Compasses with pivoted
mounting

"Cook" Electric Variometers
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"Cosim" Best Speed Scale
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L._lro.

(obb-Slater Inst. (0. Ltd.
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opinion, are most likely to make up the
team, are Mikhail Veretennikov, Albert
Durnov, Anatoly Kurilo, Vladimir Chu
vikov and Jozas Jarusiavicius.

Mikhail Veretenniko.v, repeated cham
pion and record holder of the Soviet
Union and ex-holder of a world record,
is one of the most experienced Soviet
fliers. He stands out for the flexibility of
tactics. He is 40 years old.

Vladimir Chuvikov, a worker from
Serpukhov (a town near Moscow), aged
33, is also a many-time national cham
pion. His results arc stable and go on
improving.

Jozas Jarusavici.us, 30, bead of a
glider pilots' club in Vilnius (Vilna), the
Lithuanian capital, last year beCame an
all·round champion of the U.S.S.R. He
holds the record of flying on the air
Wave at an altitude of 6,896 metres
(22,625 ft.). He has been in the national
team since 1960.

The other candidates became glider
pilots comparatively recently. Albert

Durnov, teacher of a children's sports
school in Lvov (Ukraine), is a Master of
Sport in acrobatics. He took up glider
flying as a pastime and developed into
a skilful pilot. In last year's National
Championship. Albert took two gold
medals, winning the 200-km. race along
a triangular route and the goal-and
return flight. He is 33 years old.

Anatoly Kurilo, 31, a worker from the
Zaporozhye Iron and.Steel Plant in the
Ukraine, is the U.S.S.R. champion in
the lOO-km. speed race. In his five years
of flying he has been placed repeatedly
among the prizewinners of National and
Ukrainian Championships.

We do not have a periodical devoted
exclusively to glider flying. This sport is
·covered by the DosMF monthly Krilya
Rodiny (DOSAAF is a sports society
uniting enthusiasts of motor-racing, fiy
ing and other such sports). This maga
zine printS scientific, instructional, his
torical and methodological articles,
reviews, reports and stories devoted to
the sport of glider flying and glider pilots.

A Blind Tow Through Clouds
by ADAM ZIENTEK

Mr. Zientek, a test pilot at Bielsko, (less than 100 metres) and very })Qor
Poland. was the sailplane pilot concerned visibility (a few hundred metres ooly),

in this story. an uncontrolled penetration of the cloud
layer seemed too risky. So it was decided

A short time ago, a sailplane in tow to try to lead the tug down to a land
of a 240-h.p. tug was brought ing by radar, on the assumption that

safely to earth in thick weather by the "blind" sailplane pilot would just
means of the precision-landing radar at let himself be towed.
Warsaw. The position of the tug and glider

Soon after the start on a cross- was determined by A.C.C. radar scanner
country flight, the two pilots lost touch and the tug pilot was given directions
with the ground through the surprisingly for entering the leading-in sector of the
quick build-up of a cloud layer close precision-landing radar. For this he
to the ground. They flew on above the received a short "training course" in
clouds for some two hours without the procedure for such a landing. To
finding a single gap in the cloud sheet. tbe accompaniment of nervous tension
The tug pilot announced through the on both SIdes, tbe descent through the
U.K.W. installation that he only had 6OO·metre thick cloud layer (2,ODO ft.)
an ordinary air-driven turn indicator. was initiated. It succeeded, in spite of
For want of proper communication he tbe U1g disappcariDg from the view of
was unaware that the sailplane was unfit the sailplane pilot owing to the fog
for blind flying owing to unservice- and icing-up of his canopy, so that he
ability of its electrical turn indicator. could only orientate himself by watch-

Consid.er.ing the very low cloud base ing the tow cable.
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Arachnida, The Aboriginal" Aeronauts
by RICHARD MILLER

are on firmer greund - or in greener
air. A Javanese bat with a wing span
of five feet (the "kalong" Or "flying f()x")
is known to soar quite deliberately. The
pterodactyl harl to soar. His span (20
feet) and weight (estima.ted at ,about
30 pounds) put him in the same class, as
those large birds, notably the albatross
(11 ft., 18 lb.) and the condor (19 ft.,
20 lb.), which are absolutely dependent
on soaring conditions for their survival.
And the spider? Well, he has some sur
prises for you!

If you would like to watch nature's
aborig.inal aeronaut at his trades, gather
up your hand glass and' make a trip
to the meadow some warm, not too
windy day in spring, or in the fall. If
you have to wait fer this kind of
weather - an4 who among us does n"ot?
- you can take some consolatioj\ in
the fact that the s'pider, or rather the
newly hatched spiderlings, are waiting as
well, protected by little tents. of gossa
mer or tucked safely away in holes..
But the appearance of the sun energizes
their little bodies. By mid-morning, if
the wind has not blown up unduly,
they make their preparations to go
soaring. Some of them will go higher
than you or I ever will - to the strato
sphere - and others will cross conti
nents and oceans to settle, or resettle,
on distant ooeanic islands or bits of
rocks hundreds or thousands of miles
from the nearest land.- .

With an insistence that would do credit
to the keenest tactical warrior, the busy
spiderling seeks the high ground. This
is his launching spot. It may be the tip
of a blade of grass, a high twig, a clod
of earth or a fence post. He'll use the
tip of your finger as readily as tiot.
When he can get no higher, he goes
into a<:tion. With his head down, and
into the wind, and with his abdomen
extended skyward, he begins to spin out
his gossamer. His "balloon" may be a
single thread or a series of parallel
thre.ads. Some spiders are known to
attach a small, f10cculent mass, some
what like the dandelion-plume, for added

we buoyancy. When the pull on the tnreads
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SCHOPENHAUER, whose name does
not .turn up too often in soaring

literature, once remarked that an imi
tator of Kan,t's, Fichte, imagined that
in going further than Kant he had SUT
passed him. This hardly makes Fichte
unique. All of us are subject to the'
same superb arrogance. Our God is the
only God and we are the Chosen People.
A first step into the wilderness awakens
the whole world to adventure. The end
of each maidenhead is the beginning
of all the world's love. And as a rule
we' have not finished centring Our first
thennal before we have, in our estima
tion, surpassed the abilities Iilf every
other creature that ever flew.

But it wouldn't hurt us to come down
to' earth for a moment and take a short
look at those who have come before us,
and gone beyond us" in the art' of flying.
First of all we must acknowledge that
there are varieties of Ii.,;ard, squirrel,
lemur and even a species of frog (with
large webbed feet) which are known to
possess some ability to glide. There is
even some curious evidence about the
flying fish, that he can go further up-'
wind than down, that makes us wonder
aoout him.

But gliding, as we all know, is Dot
soaring. When we begin compiling our
list of soaring organisms, which begins
with the dandelion plume and ends with
man, we find that it must be expanded
to include insects (aphids, locusts, butter
flies), arachnida (spiders), a mammal (the
bat) and, posthumously, a reptile (the
pterodactyl).

The question arises as. to who are the
happenstance and who are the deliber
ate SOarers. Because the distribution of
aphids (a p,lant louse) in the lower
atmosphere is determined by the degree
of convective activity, because swarms
of locusts are frequently fmUld occupy
ing entire thermals (with some isolated
groups at altitudes as high as 10,000
feet), can we assume that they are there
on purpose? On the other hand, can we
assume that they are not there on pur
pose?

In the other insects cited above,
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is great enough, he loosens his grip and
allows himself to be drawn away.

Once he is airborne, the spiderIing,
like the sailplane pilot, is dependent on
"eonditions". If they are not good, he
wiII have to return for another tow. But
he is by 00 means simply a victim of
circumstances. Energetic entomologists
have dashed headlong across hill and
dale, hand-glass held aloft, gathering
what information they could before,
after runs of fifty or a hundred feet,
their subjects: rose out of sight. They
have observed that the spiders take
measures to control their flight during
this time. Some climb to the centre of
their sail-thread, others vary the length,
anc! one sJ?ider was Seen to be collecting
some of hiS streamers into a ball of silk
which was <lccumulafed near his mouth
as he slowly sank to earth. Perhaps this
one had spotted a local cll-nim.

Those soaring spiders who do not
manage to evade giant systems of lift
go high, stay long and travel far.
Specimens (nominally an Italian astro
naut!) have been taken in aerial traps:
five miles above the earth, and there was

even a sighting, as indicated -earlier, in
the stratosphere. Spiders have been found
at the 22,ooO-foot mark on Mount
Everest, making them tbe highest known
earth_dweller.s_ In distance their feats are
no less remarkable. Darwin fouod "vast
numbers of small spiders, about one
tenth of an inch in length," in the rig
ging of the ship Beagle (c. 1839) while
still 60 miles from the coast of South
America, and he surmised that it was
by just soaring techniques as these that
spiders had come to inhabit such far
off places as St Paul's Rocks and th.e
Cocos Islands. Another observer found
spiders in the rigging of a ship 200
miles at sea and noted that after a brief
stay the intrepid little fellows set sail
again!

It should perhaps be pointed out that
the purpose of this "ballooning", as it
is commonly known, is dispersal of the
young, and that nearly all spiders emi
grate when young. The exc.eptions are
very primitive types with excessively
c.omplicated names. These non·baUooners
do not ap,pear on oceanic: islands as do
the emigrating species. You may also
be interested in learning that the spider
can spin a line only one·millioneth of
an inch thick, although most &.ossamer
is 10 to 20 times that thick. This silk
(which probably began as an excretion
and ended' as a secretion) has a 20%
coefficient of elasticity and an extra
ordinary tensile strength.

How purposeful is the spider in his
airborne adventures? Is he quite deliber
ate in selecting just the right conditions
for soaring flight? Or do some spiders
inevitably succeed in such astounding;
journeys simply because incalculable
numbers set out? I firmly believe that
the spider is a most intentional soaring
pilot and that there is very little element
of chance in his endeavour to find and
utilize lift. If the ant c.annavigate by
the sun (which he can) and birds migrate
by the stars (which they do); if the bat
can locate a moth by sonar (which he
does) and if the moth can intercept the
signal and take evasive action (he can);
if a swarm of bees can decide on a new
nesting spot by a ~rocess of democratic
debate, and on eVidence danced before
them by scouts {it cap) - wh.y doubt
the abilities of the spider? Besides. the
,evidence on his behalf is considerable.
Take, for example, bis weather sen.se.
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It should be no surprise that the
majority of entomologists should be un
familiar with the thermal as we know
it Many of these who have written
about ballooning have spoken of the
spider being "carried off by the wind"
when they probably meant "carried off
by a thermal". Others have insisted that
ballooning only takes place on windless
days, yet mention how the spider is
carried along by the wind a sentence or
two later. Any<)Oe familiar with wind
gradients could have told the spider
watcber why he, with his nose amid the
grass roots. felt no wind despite the fact
that clouds might be drifting overhead
at 10 or 15 m.p.h.

But there are exceptions. John Comp
ton in his book "The Spider" mentions
that "there is a steady upward current
from the warmed ,ground", which is
perhaps going a little too far in the other
direction. By all odds the most remark
able observation comes from a little
1Iat red book called "Spiders" by Cecil
Warburton. It should be pointed out
that this book was published in the year
1921, the year before soaring began in
the Rhon Mountains and almost a dec-

ade before. Kronfeld and Hirth began
thermal soaring:

"Very likely it was not obvious to the
reader why he was recommended to
select a particularly calm, sunny autumn
day for his study of spider aeronautics;
a strong steady breeze might well appear
more suitable for the J?urpose. Yet he
would find these operatJons at a stand
still on a windy day, and the best pos
sible conditions are a still warm morn
ing after a spell of cooler weather
(emphasis mine) when the increase in
temperature causes an upward draught
which rapidly carries the spider to a
useful height where it sails gently away,"

This, I believe, can hardy leave us
with any doubt as to the spider's impec
cable judgment in the matter of weather.
Long before you and I came to similar
conClusions (and by long I mean one or
two hundred million years), the spider
was waiting for a sunny day in spring or
autumn, preferably one following a
frontal passage, to go soaring! The
relationship between 'certain kinds, of
weather and spider soaring has not- gone
wholly unappreciated, however. Chan
nel pilots on the Calais-Dover run. c.

The "STANDARD AUSTRIA model SH 1964'"
with a new Dr. Eppler airfoR and a retractable wheel has gained
considerably in Performance also at slow ,airspeeds. Ground clearance 9!".
A number of other additional improvements for even more comfort and safety.

True Profil~ and mirrorlike finish. All parts interchangeable.
A sailplane for the most pretentious pilots.

Please ask for lie'" technical data.

SCHEMPP·HlRTH, KG., 7312 KI~CHHEIM.TECK,W. GERMANY
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1827, were wont to predict a spell of
settled weather from the presence of
gossamer in the rigging..

Jean Henri Fabre (1823-1915) was a
Frenchman and an entomologist almost
without peer in the entire history of
that science. Like many other investiga
tors he was fascinated by the spider;
unlike most others he brought a blend
of genius and geniality to his works
which assured their immortality. When
we note the thoroughness and imagina
tiveness of his investigations into the life
of the spider, and particularly the feat
of ballooning, we will see why he was
so highly thought of and why his con
temporary, Maurice Maeterlinck (him
self an eminent amateur entomologist),
called Fabre "the insect's Homer".

After a great deal of work in the
field, Fabre came to the conclusion that
the out-of-doors was too vast and un
predictat,le a place to study a creature
as small as the spider. Accordingly he
gathered a small boxful of spiderlings
from a nearby yucca plant and took it
to his study, where he set up operations
"two feet from the open window". Be
ing mindful of the absolute insistency
with which spiderlings sought high
places, he provided his little charges
with a bundle of twigs about a foot
and a half in height.

True to form, the spiderlings clam
bered upward. In a few minutes they
had contact, by thread, with the win
dow casement and shortly afterwards
were seen to be escaping in sizeable
numbers. It so happened that during
these observations Fabre was smoking
a pipe. It was the smoke from his pipe
that showed him how the spiders were
getting out of the window. They were

simply using a draught between an
open door nearby and the open window.

The next step was obvious: close the
door and the window. That done, flying
ceased - for a while. Then Fabre
noticed that many of the spiderlings were
sailing out of the box and right up to
the ceiling! At this point, when a lesser
man would have allowed that spiders
truly possessed some supernatural
powers, Fabre (perhaps assisted by that
pipe of his) madc an elementary dis
covery. By correlating the effect of "the
hot sun beating on a certain part of the
floor" and circulation which permitted
the gossamer spinning spiderlings to gain
the ceiling, he discovered, in miniature
form, the thermal.

The next morning, after another trip
to the yucca, Fabre was back at hiS
post again. Now, however, he had every
aperture of the room blocked and all
direct sunlight shut out. His tools were
a chafing-dish, placed at the foot of the
table on which he was experimenting,
and a dande:1ion-plume. With his hand
held at the level of the table, Fabre
was unable to detect any warmth from
the chafing-dish; but his dandelion
plume, lightened by having its seed pod
removed, proved that there was indeed
a rising currenL And so did the spiders,
most of whom were soon on. the ceiling.

To conclude his work, Fabre now
opened the window, thus liberating all
his helpers. The current from the chafing
dish quickly found its way out of the
window, bearing the dandelion-plume
with it. The spiderlings, sensing a new
opportunity, were not lOng in follow
in~. Fabre watched them all leave. "Let
us wish them a prosperous journey," he
said.

Moonrakers, Royal Navy, South Wales,
Swindon and Yorkshire Clubs, and the
total entry was 29 pilots with 15 sail-
planes, to which the Midland Club con
tributed 9 pilots and 4 machines.

Five pilots got away on Friday, 27th
March, but none reached the 30 miles
needed to make a contest. They were:

Ivor Shattock (S. Wales) 24 miles to
Mordll (Oswestry) in Swallow.

Harry Midwood (Derby. & Lancs.)
20 miles to Sleapford in Olympia 460.

Derby- Brian Jefferson (Derby. & Lancs.)
R.A.F. 16 miles to Leighton in Skylark 3B.
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Easter Regionals
LONG MYND

ONLY one day, Good Friday, was
good enough for cross-countries;

for the rest of the time the sky was
overcast with no sign of lift, though
'on one OT two occasions the sun shone
weakly through thin cloud for a few
minutes.

Visitors came from Coventry,
shire and Lancashire, Kent,



Sailplane
Skylark 4
01y.419
01y.419
01y.419
0Iy.463
01y.463
01y.463
Ka-6
Skylark 38

R.A.F. BICESTER

Pilot
P. Dawson
A. W.Gough
N. W. Kearon
E. Stark
P. Hanneman
E. J. Meddinis
A. S. Loveland
D. F. lnnes
J. G. Croshaw

Speed

":ift· icJt,o
38.3 902
36.5 864
36.1 850
34.4 815
32.8 787
32.6 784
30.2 738
29.5 725

Miles
Scoring

P. D. Kevan SF-26 46.4 428
J. Delafield Dart 34.8 2.88
D. Marpo,le Skylark 2 25.4 2:34
J. A. Evans Skylark 3F 27.6 231
D. O. Alty Sky.lark 2 13.8 127
B. G. Guoter Skylark 2 5.6 52

Two pilots did not score. SF-26 and
Skylark 2 pilots bad 10% bonus.

I. W. S.

SE.VENTEEN pilots and crews from
all three services hopefully assembled

at R.A.F. Bicester on 21st March. The
usual Easter weather prevailed, and
only one task was completed by the
close of the mee1ing, on the 30th March.
The successful day was Thursday 26th
and details of flights are below.' ,
W~THER: . Wind 330°/20 kts. at

operatmg altitudes. Cloud nil at first·
cu development starting 1.30 p m.; by
3 o'clock was 2-3/8, base 4,000, tops
4,500 ft. Thermals: weak at first,
moderate later.

TASK.-Race, Bicester-Thruxton-Las-
ham, 76 miles. X=20.
.Conditi~ns we:e difficult. at first,

ghders bemg carned off track by weak
thermals over a very wet area S.E. of
Bice~ter, but in most cases track was
reg:\lned later as conditions improved..
On the second leg, despite the forecast
moderate crosswind, conditions wel'e
report'ed as quite good. Nine 'pilots,"com
pleted the ,course, and Pete Dawsan won
with a ~peed of 42 m.p.h. Pete Kevan
landed Just short of Lasham in the
SF-26, a German machine which looks
rather like :a single-seat Ka-7 and seems
to perform like a Skylark 2. 'John Dela
field, flying the prototype Dart, tried
to push too fast and landed at Andover
Pilots who scored were as follows: - .

SWANTON MORLEY

Keith Mansell (Midland) 12 miles to
Condover in Skvlark 2.

David Hill (Yorkshire) 9 miles to
Acton Burnell in Skylark 4.

An ap~roaching. warm front covered
the sky with 6/8 Cirrus, and when cumu
lus bad increased from 1/8 to 3/8 in
th.e afternoon, Shattock set off in a
wmd shadow thermal from the west
face in a S.E. wind, getting 4 knots up
to cloud base at 3,000 fL His course
was 12 miles N.W. to the Long Mount
ain overlooking Welshpool, where he
regained cloud base, then north. Wind
s~adow thermals were used by other
pilots, too, and were evidently the best
source of lift.

After breakfast on Tuesday, everyone
went home, lvor Shattock taking the
Mynd Cup with him. A. E. S.

H EADLINE: "Coldest Easter for ten
years". Met. report: "Freezing

level 600 feet". After a very promising
day before the competition started, the
we.ather clamped on the opening day.
Mike Backstone, our tame meteorologist
who very kindly gave up his Easter
vacation to forecast for us, propuced an
ex;citing chart with tbe Perranporth
fIlgh .that '!'e ha.d. an been hoping for
Just DJcely In pOSItiOn, but unfortunately
a Low to the south of it fed in cold.
damp air which remained the pietur~
for the rest of the competition.

Alf Warminger, producer of ideas
various, entertained us with brains trusts,
lectures, teas at loc.al places of interest
and his incurable optimism, and gener
ally the gliding fraternity enjoyed them
selves, if only to see faces they had
mi~s~d for a year or so.. The general
opmlOn, most encouragmg to the
organisers, was that everyone wanted to
p~rsevere and come again to the mag
mficent grass airfield in the middle of
Norfolk.

The consolation to this is that had
the spirit amongst the competitors that
was evident on the ground been pm
jected into the air this would have un
d;0ubtedly been a very plcasantcompeti
tlon, and we hope to see them again
next year. P. D. K.
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WIIen Airbome
When you pick a cloud you should be

reasonably sure that there is no-one

Pre-8ight Preparation
Your machine must be an approved

type for cloud fiying. (see placard in
cockpit), so it will be suitably stressed
and have speed-limiting dive-brakes.
You must have a parachute and :suitable
instruments, including compass (prefer
ably a Cook compass), -turn·and-slip
(electric), and preferably an electric arti
flcial horizon. A sealed smoked baro
graph should be carried as a routine, and
when oxygen is fitted the main cock
should be turned fully on before take-off.
All your ~quipIllent should be checked
firstly as part of a normal D.I. and
secondly as a cockpit check. When
instruments or batteries are changed,
polarities are sometimes reversed, so the
aircraft should be yawed on the ground
by someone on the wingtip to ensure that
tbe movement of the tum-and-slip needle
is in the correct sense.

Always carry a suitable map with
control zones marked. Get a met. fore
cast, since upper winds may be strong
and from an unexpected direction and
you may inadvertently get lost or get
blown into controlled air-space. All
compasses should be correctly boxed, or
you should know the error, since a 30·
inaccuracy is not unusual.

A Guide to Cloud Flying
by D. B~ENNIG JAMES

CLOUD fiying is not always an already in it. When you are more than
important technique for competition five miles away from the nearest gliding

flying-in fact, the last two Nationals club it is reasonable to assume that a
could have been won without ever enter- cloud is empty unless you have evidence
il1g cloud-but it is the most exciting and to the contrary, and in these circum
satisfying experience in gliding and a stances it is safe to enter from the side;
skill well worth mastering. but when within a five-mile radius you

Most people do not do much cloud- should approach it from at least 500
flying until they have obtained their feet below and be sure that no-one else
Silver C, which is quite sensible, since has entered it before you. The cloud
many accessory skills are required " belongs" to the first person to get up
before you enter cloud, and many cloud to cloud-base, and all others should
flights may entail an involuntary landing- leave it to him, If someone outclimbs
out. Naturally you don't start on large you and gets in first-hard luck, you
cu-nims but get your first experience on cannot follow.
fair-weather cumulus, preferably with a Centring in lift is much harder in
good high cloud-base and good visibility. cloud than out, so make sure you get the

best bit before you enter cloud.. Switch
on your blind-flying instruments well in
advance, and check that they work
correctly before entering cloud.. When
dealing with a large cloud or large bank
of clouds, usually the best lift is found
towards the centre, which may entail
flying quite a long way to get under it.

Before entering cloud, have some sort
of plan about getting out again. since
escaping is often easier said than done.
You should therefore know (a) the
heading which will take you out to the
nearest edge of the cloud. (b) the
direction of the nearest controlled air
space, and (c) the direction up-wind; if
you need more height when in cloud,
flying straight up-wind often brings you
into a new up-current Generally
speakin,g, the longer you hang onto lift
and therefore the higher you climb, the
easier it is to get out of cloud at the top.

Circling with an artificial horizon is
easy; fiy with 30· bank and ID-IS knots
above the stall. Circling with turn-and.
slip is difficult, particularly if the air is
rough or extensive centring is required.
When you circle in clear air you always
hold off a bit, as the inner wing, having
a slower air speed, produces less lift;
when in cloud you are more conscious
of stick position and forces and don't
hold off enough. The tendency is then
to circle with steadily increasing bank
until you start doing a series of stalls in
a 90· bank (circular phugoids). If you
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therefore concentrate on keeping your
rate of turn down to a reasonable figure
by liberal use of opposite aileron, you
should not encounter trouble.

Centring should be done by levelling
out briskly as the lift improves; count
two, three, then smartly back onto the
same rate of turn as before. By this
means the new circle overlaps the old
by about one radius, so that you won't
circle yourself out of lift in too much
of a hurry. Centring is best not
attempted until you are proficient and
confident; if you have centred carefully
before entering cloud, and circle
reasonably cleanly, you should get some
where near the top without further
effort. Usually rapid rates of climb are
not attained until you have climbed
well into cloud.

When there are very high clouds about.
don't attempt a climb without oxygen,
as breaking off a climb is often easier
said than done.

React to A.S.I. movements rather than
AS.I. position: stick forwar'd gently for
a falling airspeed, stick gently back for
a rising airspeed. As you approach
10,000 ft. you will find that the machine

gets nose-heavy; this is due to the
difference in Reynolds Numbers between
wing and tail plane which makes itself
felt as the air gets thinner. so don t be
surprised to find yourself at 15,000 ft.
trimmed fully back and heaving on the
pole.

If you do much cloud flying, sooner or
later you will spin. either from a stall or
more likely from turning too steeply.
The turn-and-slip needles will point in
opposite ways and the airspeed reads
suspiciously low, mainly because there is
a large position error due to yaw and
stall. Usually, with a machine you are
familiar WIth, a small control movement
brings you out; but when in doubt, full
opposite rudder, pause, stick ,;Iowly
forward. The machine is now out of the
spin and begins to scream blue murder
because you are in a steep dive and the
wings are no longer stalled; also, as the
position error is gone, the airspeed read
ing will be high. The machine will
naturally come up to a normal attitude.,
but unless you ease the stick forward as
the speed falls, you will execute a' steep
stall and the whole business begins again.
In general, recovery from a spin is less

the smile of
confidence

GLIDER PARACHUTES
IRVING AIR CHUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN LTD

LETCHWORTH • HERTFORDSHIRE • TEL: 6262
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Bow 10 gel "SlIII.PIJINE AND Gr.mING"
"Sailplane and Gliding" can be obtained in the U.K. at all Gliding Club$. or send

20.. (post tree) for an Annual SubacriptiOll to: The Britisb Glidinl Apaeiation. 75
Victoria Street, London, S.W.!. Sinale eopie~ and most back issues are also avaiJable,
price 4•. 4d. (post free). Enquiries regarding bulk orden of 12 or more copies. at whole
..le .prices. should be made to Th.e British Glidine "ssociation.

HOLLAND:

NEW ZEALAND:

DENMARK:
SWEDEN:

U.S.A. &
OTHER COUNTRIES:
S. RHODESIA:

OVERSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRAUA : Stockists: Technical Book Co., 295 Sw.nst<~n Street, Mel

bourne. C.l, Victoria. B. Rowe Woikerie, South Austrolia.
Please apply direct to British Gliding Association. Single copies
3s. 4d. or 20s. aonually.
J. van Eck. Tijllet<traat 203 Nijmegcn, Postrekcninl 1007247,
Aboonemen15prijs Fl. 10.50,
Please apply direct to British Gliding Association. Single copies
3s. 4d. or 20.. annually (50 ,cents or $3 : 00 annually).
Enterprise Bookshop. 13 Murandy Sq .• Highlands, Salisbury.
S. RllOdcsia.
Knud Rasmusscn, EFPT, 60 Vesterbrogade, Copenhagen,V.

Flyg·Biblioteket, Box 121, Fabterbo.

Red Learlaer Oorla Bi.der "kiD. 12 iM... (2 jan): 15•• 6cL posta.. b. 3d. from B.•G.A-.
WiU llIaQ biad f0ll!' ••G.J\. renoul Pilot LOlboo....

difficult than tlle subsequent regain of a 20 minutes' time you P13y be grateful
normal attitUde. If you are still in lift, for 100 ft./min. at 500 ft. If you hold
carry on climbing, but if not, get onto on to the last, you will prob.ably come
your escape compass course; whether it out: about 100 feet below from the top of
is up-wind or to the nearest clear air, the cloud into brilliant sunshine, avoiding
etc., you should have decided previously. the need to plug on ·dismally for a long

If you cannot regain control, it is time in layer cloud.
quite safe to spin out of the bottom of When you emerge, you must expect to
tl1e cloud before recovery, provided that be faced with a difficult n:l-vigational
tl1e airspeed does not build up prob1eJt4 as your cockpit canopy may
excessively, wllen. dive-brakes should be be iced up and you may be over layer
opened. If the glider should break up, cloud. When you look at your watch,
abandon 'Ship; if you cannot get tlle you may be amazed to discove.r tllat you
canopy open, go out through it as it is have been 30 minutes in cloud, so when
usually only about 1 mm.. thick. What. in doubt fly head-into-wind until you
ever you do" don't pull the ripcord until have cancelled your downwind drift.
you are out of cloud; with the chute With ice on your wings, your gliding
open, you fall at about 20 ft./sec.: since angle may only be one in ten to one in
up-currents of 100 ft./sec. can be found fifteen, I think you will get the most
in cloud, the result could be (and has out of the machine if you. fly at the
been) fatal. same speed as you did when the ice

Half-way tllrough the depth of the was formed, since you will keep it in the
cloud the lift will be maximal, and can stagnation zone on the leading edge.
easily be five times what it was at cloud- Once your ice is off and your naviga
base. The air current will naturally get tional problems .are so:lved. carry on with
narrower as it accelerates, so do not get your task as normal.
unduly worried if you cannot centre On landing, don't forget to switch off
perfectly, as by now the jet may be all your instruments and put your
narrower than your Circle. batteries on charge. Finally. turn your

Towards the top the' lift falls off and oxygen main cock off, otherwise tlle
becomes rough; howevc.r, don't leave it cylinder will be empty when you next
just because it falls to 400 ft./min.; in need to use it.
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Above: Humphry Dim
ode receives the De
Havilland Cup from Mrs.
Norman Ryder.

Left: Air Vice-Marshal
Chacksfield makes the
speech of the evening.



Above: the t110phy winners and their deputies. Below: some 01 the 270 people at the
dinner and dance.
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A look at the Maintenance Requirements for

Light Aircraft including Gliders after more

than 50 years of Powered Flight

by R. B. STRATION. A.F.R.AE.S.

as a wing-spar, a metal propeller, or
even a crankshaft, etc.; b\lt equally it
is unrealistic .to apply limitations in
hours, or calendar time, to a component
whose malfunction m<:rely causes in
convenience - e.g. starter-motors, gen
erators, tachometers, etc. We often for
get that the instrument more likely to
bring us down in a hurry is the oil
pressure gauge rather than the A.S.!.,
both of which can be checked in situ!

It is o'bviously important, economics
wise, to continually review the safe lives
alloUed to components, and to ensure
that nothing is induded which sfv;luld
hav-e been excluded.

The maintenance work requir·ed on
aeroplanes arises from two well-defined
sources. (a) ExPOSURE to neglect, l;1imatic
conditions, lack of protective treat
ments, good or bad hangarage, etc., and
from (b) WEAR AND TEAR arising from
operating hours, operating ,conditions,
and operating roles (training, agricul
tural, etc.).

M.odifications, repairs and rectifica
tions cannot reasonably be costed
against "maintenance", since they arc
of an unscheduled and unpredictable
nature.

The owner/operalor of a powere(J
aircraft or glider can obviously do a

THE maintenance of aircraft which
achieve only limited utilisation per

year (say 300 hours) requires a ditIerent
approach to that of the scheduled air
liners, which achieve 3,000 hours per
annum. At the same time, a constant
review is necessary of the increase in
reliability that has been achieved with
new techniques, new J?rotective treat
ments, backed by conSIderable operat
ing experience on the type. 11 is in this
"area" that reduction in maintenance
costs should be sought.

What is the relationship between
Maintenance and Airworthiness? There
is -sensibly only one category of air
worthiness, the non-killer kind, but it is
important to d'itIerentiate between that
work which is necessary to maintain air
worthiness, and that work which is
necessary to maintain the second-hand
value of the aeroplane. All too often
these two .are booked as one item!

I~ is also important to appreciate that
accidents due ,to lack of; or faulty,
maintenance are very rare. On the other
hand, it is worth considering what the
chances are of decreasing reliability by
fiddling about with something that is
working perfectly correctly (e.g. radio,
instruments; etc.).

Accidents due to contaminated fuel
or oil or even to very rare' structural
failur;s, shoulD not be debited against.
·'maintenance", provided that the sen
sible maintenance work has been carried
'out to prevent them. The failure of a
component such as a crankshaft is nor
mally a design fault, and only limited
maintenance precautions can be taken
against such occurrencies.

The establishment by design and
experience of safe "lives" foOl' compo
nents is an attempt to define a usefully
reliable period of operating. Clearly. it
is unwise to treat lightly any such hfe
affecting a fatigable component such
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TH~EE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LTD.

Blackbushe Airport, Hr. Camberley, Surrey

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to ohtain
Private Pi lot's Licence

Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence

Night Flying-Instrument Flying

Charter and Pleasure Flying

Residential Courses available

C.F.I. Mr. Derek Johnson
YATELEY 2152

whom there are no maintenance require
ments between C. of A. renewals.

If useful work is done at these inter
vals, and properly recorded in the Log
Books, then the C. of A. renewal should
only be undertaken after a considered
estimate has been made of the work
likely to be necessary from the hours
flown (wear and tear) and the degree of
exposure ipvo!ved, taking into account
the maintenance work carried out dur
ing the period. There is an established
tradition that every aeroplane must
necessarily be torn apart on the occa·
sion of its C. of A renewal, with a total
disregard for the Log Book evidence
of condition that can be obtained by
intelligent "sampling" by inspection. It
is most important, at this time also, to
separate items affecting airworthiness
from items affecting the second-hand
value of the aeroplane! It is also worth
remembering that there may be part
worn parts wJtich have a great deal of
useful safe life left in them, which also
should not automatically be repla.ced
on this occasion, but should be con·
sidered on their merit in the prevailing
circumstances, and in the light of when

very great deal for himself, to prevent
eJlcessive arisings from either sources,
by cleaning, polishing, lubricating and
preserving his machine, and by careful
operation. After all, it is unwise to drive
your car over rough ground at full·
bore all the time, and to neglect to main
tain it or to remove rust and corrosion
as they arise. The aeroplane differs little
in these respects, except that it is a less
rugged animal, because of its inherent
need to defy gravity!

It is surely luxurious to employ skilled
labour to do to an ae.roplane what you
Can do yourself, to it or to your car,
so far as preserving the generally good
condition of both.

Now we come to the piece de resist·
ance of aircraft engineers, the renewal
of the Certificate of Airworthiness,
whether it be at one year, two years
(A.B.A.C.) or three years (Royal Aero
Club) intervals. It is obviously a sen
sible investment to carry out preventive
inspections and maintenance at (say)
ev.ery 50 hours' fiying or three-monthly
intervals, even ona one year C. of A.
in the Private category, as operated by
some private owners and all gliders, for
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WE RECOMMEND
For Aircraft:

Model TSR V.H.F. Transmitter/Receiver

with whistle stop tuning on receiver.

Automatic noise limiter. Intercom facility.

Operates from 12v. D.e. supply-Mains

or Batteries.

PRICE £80 including harn.ess.

T,anJmilte, crystals £2/10/- each, e.t,a.

For Gliders:
Mooel TSR Glider. V.H.F. Tr,,"s-

mitter/Receiver.

PRICE £85 including one pair of

crystals. Battefy box & balleries.

Handmike. Speaker. Cable. Plugs.'

Aerial. Remote Control.

For Ground, Mobile or Airborne Use:

MODEL TSR/P. PORTABLE VHF Transmitter/

Receiver.

PRICE £95 including Hand Mike. Speaker.

Batteries. Telescopic Aerial. External Aerial

Socket. Leather carrying cllse.

T,anJmitte, crystals £2/10/· eQch. ed,a.

Furthe' details f,om the Manufacturf!!:

SHORROCK DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,
East Park Road, BLACKBURN, Lancashire, England

Telephone No. Blakewaler 86812

Slockists Ihroughout Ih. U.K.., also in No:way, Oen....rk" Sweden, 8elgiu,", bly, 59_in,

E.sl Afria, South Af,ica, U.S.A., C.,..da" India, Now Ze.land, Aust,alia, Singapore. Japan
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BACK or SEAl TYPE NYlON

P~~EL PARACHUTES

TARPAULIN & TENT Mfg. Co.
101-3 Brixton Hill London S.W.2

T.I.phone TUL•• I'lill 0121 (4 Una.)

Irving Mk. 32. Parachutes
with current airworthiness certificates.

Only £32

Reconditioned R.A.F. Steel grey Lightweight

FLYING 42/6 p p. 3/6
SUITS

(pi ,lot. cho,'
••d height'

STOCKS OF I'lIGI'l ALTITUDE USA FLYING OVERALLS
TROUSE RS, GLOVES £Te. S.nd '.a.. lor I••net

BACK TYPE

£10 10s. ':0;:
U.K.

SEAT TYPE

£8 10s. C:~;:
U.K.

Anti-kink CAR TOWING CABLE
as approved and used by lasham Gliding

Society, breaking strain 2,160 Ibs.
6,000 ft. per drum

-only £35 per drum-carr. extra

~el:entlyre'eased
by Air Ministry,
inspected and re
~cked by Slty
diving experts-
ready to use-

the next servicing opportunity will ariSe
to replace them, against the predicted
utilisation of the aeroplane. These items
can often be very expensive, and you
will seldom get credit for the worn parts
removed.

The most curious anomalies arise in
the gliding world, where annual renewal
costs something like 20s. per launch
may be incurred by a sailplane which
does 40 flights and 80 hours' flying in
a poor season. At this rate the cost of
gliding can be very high indeed, and
obviously the remedy lies in changing
the whole philosophy of maintenance,
particularly by introducing a seheme of
periodic maintenance (at, say, every .50
hours, three months or 1,000 launches),
with a C. of A. renewal every two
years.

In conclusion, it would seem to be that
the cost of flling, which is closely tied
to the cost 0 overall maintenance, can
be reduced only by overthrowing the
traditional approach, and by substitut
ing a "new look" based on a sound
technical analysis of what airworthiness
really constitutes, the nature of the
operations, the state of development of
the machine and its components, and
by sensibly cashing-in on the standards
of reliability (and therefore airworthi
ness) which the manufacturer has to
achieve to sell his product in a highly
competitive market, in which his reputa
tion for safety at low cost is his best
sales feature!

Road Vehicles lighting (long Vehicles and Trailers) Reg ulations 1962: ACorredion

LIONEL ALEXANDER

of the combination exceeds 40 ft., even
if the trailer is being drawn by a private
car.

Briefly, these lamps must be mounted
at the extremities of the front or at
the front of the side of the trailer; they
must not be more than 5 ft. from the
ground and each lamp must -have -a
power of not more than 7 watts.

I will deal with any questions of
detail if anyone cares to apply to me
at the B.G.A.

I am extremely sorry if confusion
has been caused.

WHEN I circularised information
about these regulations some time

ago, I seem to have caused a certain
amount of confusion by stating that
glider trailers drawn by private or dual
purpose vehicles did not need to carry
front corner marker lamps as defined in
the regUlations.

This is, unfortunately. ~nly true if
the length of the combmatlon does not
exceed 40 ft. It is therefore the case
that all glider trailers being towed at
night by commercial vehicles must carry
front corner marker lamps and that
the same is true where the total length
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Rubery O-vven Torsion baraxles

chosen for the best glider trailers

The lightweight trailer above, specially built for the Slingsby
T51, is fitted with a Rubery Owen independent suspension

axle. Yours should be too!

These axles, with Continental standard high-efficiency
brakes, low chassis heights and low centres of gravity,
make a world of difference to towing. Specify them for yout"

glider trailer.

RUIERY. OWEN" co. LTD.• TRAILER EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT. P.O. BOX 10. DARLASTON. WEDNESIURY. STAFFS.
TEL: JAMES BRIDGE 31 31
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GLI D I NG CE RTI FICATES

No. Name
115 J. B. Brenner

No. Name
J. H. Blackmore
M. J. C. Wilson

No. Name
C. R. Simpson

No. Name
1388 P. R. Bradwell
1389 K. D. Davies

GOLD C CERTIFICATE
Club
Midland Gliding Club

GOLD C HEIGHT LEGS
Club
N.A.E. Aero Club
Yorkshire Gliding Club

GOLD C DISTANCE LEG
Club
East Midlands (Leicester) Gliding Club

SIL,VER e CERTIFICATES
Club
Staffordshire Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club

C CERTIFICATES

Dale
1.2.64

Dale
6.6.63

13.7.63

Dale
8.3.64

Dale
2.2.64
2.2.64

Nalfte

P. J. Luckhurst
B. A. Chap/in
J, B. Narey
W. Garwood
J. H. Bryson

Gliding Club
or School
White Rose
Banl1;Crdown
Norfolk
Esstx
Ulster and

Shorts
E. A. C. llarf,oot llicester
F. JI. Purchase Swindon
R. D. Skin A"ro
G. W. Howel! E. Midlands

Nam~

R. H. Bardslcy
R. L. Wadlcy
A. L. Dodgsotl
C. A. Weslcy
D. W. Atherton
R. J. Brockle

hu",t
C. O. Hancox
V. Russell

Glidillg crub
orSchoal
Perk ins
Lon<ton
Yorkshire
Dorset
Phoenix
Avro

Mooi'irakers
London

Name
A. Bc,kett

I. B. Smith
H. B. E.Mid-

dleton
R. Groat
S. L. Hoy
A. R. Bywater
R. Wladyslaw
J. A. Swain

Glidillg Club
or School
Derbyshire "'
Lancashir~

Pcrkios
Biccstcr

663 G.S.
Bicester
Southdown
Polish A.F.A.
Aden Services

Calculating Points for Speed Tasks
by E. DoMMISSE

A s the frequency wit~ which "sl?~ed"

tasks are flown dUring WrltpetltIons
increases,. it becomes imperative that a
generally' accepted and watertjght
formula should be found to work out
the points fairly and satisfactori1y. The
present lack Qf such a formula is perhaps
one cause for some misgiving amon,g
pilots whenever a speed-task is an
nounced_

A sl.lCcessful form~Ia. m\lst reflect the
success of the set task as a race under
all conceivable variations of circum
stalllces and award fair points, for (i,is
tance allld speed accordingly. If most
competitors complete the task the value
of speed points over those for distance
must rise. If most fail to finish and

achieve a Iow average distance, the task
fails as a speed task and the value of
dista,nce polDts must rise, until- at a
certain point they will be equal in value
to the combined value of points for
distance plUS speed. If some finish and
the rest land short near the finish, the
task approaches a successful speed task
and the value of speed points lltust rise
proportionately.

The formula which we propose con,.
tains ;Ill these advantages plus the fol
lClwing important points:-
1. A. single c()mpetitorc()mpletin~ the

task. cannot alter the basic value of
his speed points no matter what his
speed is.

2. The pilots who gain speed points,
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P = (a) + 113 5208)

6160 (101:3 + 6080

For the pilot who lands at 112 km.,
DI = 112,

112 x 1000
P - + 0; etc.

-101.3 (~+ 5208)
101.3 6086

Substituting the actual figures in a few
known past events where different form
ulas were used could be quite an eye
opener and will, we hope, arouse suffi
cient enthusiasm to use this new formula
for the future.

This will = 1000. If we call the distance
ratio (a) and the speed ratio (b), then
(a) must first be calculated for the wi~

ner because it is a basic distance raUo
add'ed to the speed ratio of all others
who complete the task at a slower speed
(or longer time). If (a) is subtracted
from 1,000, (b) will be found.

For the oitot who comes 2nd with
a Tl = 6160,

5208 x 1000

P = Dl ~ 1000 + t X 1000

d(~+~) Tl(~+~)
If the winner's Dl and Tl is substi

tuted in the formula, P will always be
found to equal 1,000.

Example: - N = 40
n = 26

Task distance D = 113 km.
Average distance d = say 101.3. km.
Winner's time T = 1 hour 41 mmutes

26 seconds = 6086 sec.
Total time of 26 pilots who finish (n)

= 57 hours 52 minutes.
57.52.00

Therefore, average time (t) =~

= 5208 seconds. .
If time of pilot to come 2nd IS 6160

seconds, his Tl = 6160. .
If distance of pilot to land short IS

112 km., his DI = 112.
Then:- For the winner (whose Tl

= 6086 and DI = 113) P =
113 x 1000 5208 x 1000

--------+ .
1013(~+ 5208) 6086(~+5208)

. 101.3 6086 101.3 6086

no matter how slow their speed may
be in relation to the speed of the
winner, will always score a little more
than those who land just short.

3. The pilots who have fast speeds will
gain a proportional advantage if the
average speeds are low; similarly,
pilots who attain good distance will
gain an advantage if average distances
are low.

A disadvantage of the formula is that
the calculation, though straightforward,
takes a grea,t deal of time. This is solved
if an electric calculating machine is used.

If none of the competitors complete
d x 1000

the task then the usual formula --D -

should be used (where d=competitor's
distance and D = best or winner's dis
tance).

In our proposed new formula we use
T for time aDd not the usual Y for
speed.

It does not matter what units are used
in tbe formUla. D can be in miles .or
km. and T in decimals of an hour,
minutes or seconds.

In a speed formula there are the fol-
lowing variables: - .

The number of competitors flying the
task - N.

The number who finish the task - n.
The distance of the task - D.
The distance of each competitor - Dl.
The fastest (or winner's) time - T.
The time of eacb competitor - TI.
To reconcile D and T (and at the

same time get rid of N aDd n) we will,
and must, work with average distance
and time.

The average time (t) =
times of n competitors

N
The average distance (d) =

distances of N competitors

N
Competitors who fail to start on a

task will naturally be left out of N.
Those who start, but do less than the
minimum distance to score, could be
left in.

D t
Our formula becomes P = d + :r-
In order that this shall be equal to

I 000 when the winner's time and dis
t~nce is substituted, it becomes:-
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'DUAL,' TO R.I.H.Longman

JOHN WILSQN and I left Vict~ria by
the Azur Express on Saturday, 22nd

February, having secured places as
"stagiares" at the Centre of the Associa
tion Aeronautique Regionale de Fayence,
to commence Monday, 24th February.

With seats ana couchettes reserved,
the journey via Dover, Calais and Paris
to Cannes w,as easy. Two points here:
it saves the trouble and expense of
continually engaging porters if y,ou
"rc:gister" your heavy baggage (other
than hand luggage) from Victoria to
destination at a cost of 2s.; secondly,
meals on French trains, although good,
are very expensive, and if we did the
journey again we would take flasks and
eatables with us. However, we "met up
with" some pleasant company.

On going to the dining car for dioner,
John asked if 1 would sit beside him or
opposite - I chose "opposite" so as to
see and talk to him the better. That
was a mistake: John, tallish and slimish,
should have been II cofe - for the
vacant seat at my side was taken by an

J

~d_ID~cc=~
/1 - ......-.

enormous Frenchman, wjth about a
64-inch chest and arms in proportion,
who "oversailed" his allotted seat and
managed to capsize my soup spoon from
time to time. He and a fellow-country
man bad seen the international rugger
ma.tch in Paris that day and volunteered
to us as a plausible r,eason why England
won - "The Frenchmen see their girls
avanr the match, the English apres."
(We cuuld not foUow the reasoning.)

We were approached - no! we did
/lot do the approaching - by a young
girl from a Commonwealth country who
was travelling to the SoUth of France
for the first time and who felt she wan
ted to talk English to somebody as her

own compartment was full of French
women, none of whom could speak her
tongue. She showed us a note-book with
some phrases, questions and answers
written for her by a friend ill this ,coun
try, just to "help her on her way" 
the first was:-

Question; "Voulez-vous dormez al'ec:
moi'?"

Answer; "NON" - (unless you fancy
him!)

(John and I are saving up to buy a
brooch bearing letter "X" of the inter
national code of one-letter flag signals
to present to her.)

Well, eventually to Cannes - we
should have sa.ved a few shillings by
booking to St. Raphael only, but we
wanted to see Cannes anyway; besides,
if you dD not have a car at Cannes,
there is a good bus. service from that
city to F<lyence via Grasse, but not
from St. Raphael.

08.30 en a Sunday morning is not the
best time to arrive ,at a Frel1ch milway
station to claim the ,car you have
reserved and paid for! The fact that
the 'Car was actually in the station yard,
its keys and a police permit were lying
on tbe counter, we had receipted papers
plastered with ruober stamps, gladly
supplied information as to driving
licence, place of birth, reason for being
in France, passport number, etc., etc.,

, .. made /lot the slightest difference

made not the slightest difference to the
employe w.ho then happene<l to be on
duty. It waS necessary for him to tele
phone to Paris (at our expense, but we
haven't finished with that yet).
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splashed our way through the mud to
do a "ground reccy" of the· airfield. As
flying was definitely "out" for that day,
we bad a look around the bunkhouses,
which are to 'a very good standa.rd, com
plete with central heating and some
"mod. cons" but not all, then made
ourselves known at the canteen, where
the company was jolly, the foed e1.icel
lent and the cost only 10 francs a day,
exclusive of wine. After lunch, a drive
of a few kilometres on Alpine' roads
took us to the Hotel de France 'a.t
Seillans, about 5 km. from Fayence.
This is a good hotel, which can be
recommended.

_ Eventually we were away in our
759 c.e. Renault, John driving and mut
termg to himself for tbe first twenty
kilometres "Keep right, keep right, keep
right!" We' parked for a few minutes
in. the centre of Grasse to enjoy a pan
oramic view - which we couldn't see
anyway because of the mist - thence
away to Fayence, where we had reserv,ed
rooms at the Hotel de France- rather
primitive, but clean, with monsieur le
patron and madame friendly and oblige
ing. Next a visit to the airfield (about
2 km. from the town) where some local
flying was taking place by club members
but "stagiares" were not flying. We had
a look around the airfield. The tugs
were three French-b'uilt Fieseler Storchs
(metal wings) and among the gliders we
saw were: - one Caste! 25s (locally
-known as the "potato bomba"); one
Ka-7, one AV-22 (u.s. at tbe time of
our visi.t) and 12 solo machines~ one
Ka-6, 1958 vintage, recently purchased
by the Centre; Breguet 900; Breguet
901; Foka; Ka-8; Lis (Polish); two
Meise; one Castel 310; one N/l300
(French Grunau Baby); an Emouchet
SAII04, and one Weihe. We also
noticed a Skylark 3, owned by Norman
Gregg, Coventry Club - making his
fourth visit to glide in the South of
France - and half-a-dozen Ka-6's,
trailed from Germany. Fayence is very
popular with the. Germans, some of

.- a good

Thesday was even mOI1e unflyable
than Monday so, after lunch in the can
teen, we took a different route to Seillans
and for many miles were driving in
comparatively clear air above cloud.

If my pen wrote in blue instead of
black, I might find words to describe
Wednesday's weather - just about the
plus unflyable - so once again we set
off for an Alpine tour, this time to in-

popular with the Germans spect the grottoes at St. Cezaire, only
to read 'at the eotrance:-

whom go back year after year, and LEs GROTIOeS
about 30 were there when we arrived. LBS VlSITES som- SUSPENDUBS PAR LA

As there was no flying for us that day, JOURNEE EN. RAISON DES TRES. FORTES
we set off down 'the most tortuous road INFILTRATIONs.
I have ever driven on to have a look However, that was only one of the
at Frejus (rebuilding now practically utasks for the day"; another was to
completed after the dam disaster) and make a return visit 'to Grasse and seek
St. Raphael. ouJ Janette at Molinard's Perfumery;

We were due to report as Ustagiares" solely, you understand. because she
·on the morning of Monday, but we speaks English and told us we should
had gone all that way to find - ye~! receive 20% discount (off perfumery
rain!! - buckets and buckets of It. purchases) if we paid by traveller's
However, we met the two instructors, cheques. That 20% off traveller's
MM. Bretagnon and Connet, and signed cheques worked for purchases in other
in, handed in our log books and spent sh,(lps and is worth remembering.
some time in uControl", haVing a look By Thursday John and I had been
at circuit procedun", etc., ?nd then l'resent at the making of a local "record"
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- not for a~es had i.t rained solidly
for four days m sUCCeSSIQD - so, again,
no flying. The airfield was so flooded

1§B~
.......~~-~.:::.~----::.:.

--_....--
... so flooded

th.at sheep, entering from the eastern
side to graze, swam away from tbe
western side as seals! We helped Nor
man Gregg put his Skylark 3 into his
trailer and he and his wife were then
soon away in their "Jag".

Oh! A note of warning to men pilots
visiting the canteen - guardez vos
cravattes; if you do not, they'll be
whipped off in no time at an and hung
in a line over the bar, lady pilots? Je
ne sais pas! In the afternoon of that
day John and I visited St. Maxime and
5t. Tropez.

FRIDAY.-A t last the weather seemed
better, so away to the airfield bright and
early, but the promise was not fulfilled.
John and I were listed on the daily flight
programmes for a "controle" flight in
Ka-7 with M. Ardoin, who started glid
ing in 1931. Subject to checks being all
right, we were promised an aiternoon
with "Lis", but although checks were
o.k., we were just beaten to "Lis" by a
young Frenchman, who told us he found
her very attractive (to fly). Then came
rain again - toujours cO"fiture demain
-mais aujourdhi jamais! A note here
as to the check flight. All launching is
by aero-tow and faT the "controle" you
are pulled around with continuous
change of direction - just to ensure
that you can cope with aero-tow in
mistral conditions.

... no flying

The next day we were told there
would be no flying, as once more the
airfield was nearly under water, 'so we
set off for Nice (Hotel Massinet, in rue
Massinet, is reasonable), thence to Men
ton, on the Italian frontier, via Ville
franche and Beaulieo, returning to Nice
by the lower Corniche.

SUNDAY.-The Sun!! So away to
Antibe3, Juan les Pins, Cannes (boat
to the Lerin Isles) and St. Raphael before
heading porth for Fayence.

Believe it or not, we did fly on Mon
day. John took lis and I had a Meise,
but the weather soon failed us again
and visibility was bad, so all machines
were on the ground by about 16.00 hrs.
And that was our flying! Circuits were
possible the following morning, but no
soaring, so we gave it up and made for
Cannes, catching our train for Paris and
London that evening.

To sum up, although gliding was liter
ally washed-out, we were well received
at the Centre; they have plenty ,of air
craft for flying when conditions are
suitable, but most of the pilots visited
for longer than a week - many of
the Germans were down for three or
four weeks. Language is no great prob
lem, though when I was getting into
the Ka-7 I started with my usual open
ing gambit- "ParleZ-lIous anglais, mon
sieur?" only to hear M. Ardoin reply
- "Non! lei nous parlons franr4is
seulernent!" However, if you know just
a little more than "Avez-vous vu la
plume de ma tante?" you can get by
very well. As you will have gathered
from the above, Fayence is a very good
centre for touring!

;''';;;;~~''''4\t'_a~~,~~''>'_~~:~

"PI(F"U',.
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EUROPE'SO~ GLlDER·TUG

The dependable

High
performance

Average two-seat gliders of about 600-700 lb.
(2-up) are towed to 2,000 feet in about
61 minutes by comparison with the 14
minutes taken by the more common tug
aircraft in use today.

BEAGLE-Auster Aircraft Limited
Rea r s b Y,L e ice s t e r, En gI and

Telephone Rearsby 321
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Throwaway the Winch

•

•

H!ADOnle!

COMPANY LIMITED

The oldest aRd

''''/Jest office spH!ialisill4l in
Civil Aviation

3-4 LIME STREET.
LONDON. E.(.3

British Aviation
Insuranc:e

By CHRISTOPHER SIMPSON

A NN WELCH'S plea for the abolition available and these' were charged at
"''''l. of the launch rate treadmill, con- 16s. 6<1. to 2,000 ft., though the first ten
tained in the February 1964 SAILPLANE minutes' soaring time was free.
AND GLIDING, questions many of the Such, then, was the position last sum
assumptions upon which sporting gliding mer, and like other clubs We had had
is organized in this country, and, as sUli:h. our share of winch troobles and other
is bound to arouse a good deal of con- fumbles.
tr-oversy. Our declared aim as a Club has always

In thtS C{)ntext I should like to describe been ,to give as much flying to Club
the experiences of the East Midlands members as possible consonant with the
Gliding Club (Leicester) in abandoning state ,ofonr finances. We have tried to
winch launching in fav<lUr of aero-tow- steer clear of expansion for its own sake
ing. Although the experiment has not and this, I think, involves the avoidance
been in operation long enough for any of courses.
really firm conclusions to be .drawn, the SOme of us, appalled not only by the
results to date are certainly encouraging. waste of money but more so by the: waste

The Club was formed in 1960 and of immense personal effort necessitated
started to oper·ate using a T -21B pur- to keep up a high winch launch rate and
chased with the founder-members' sub- keep an obsolete winch running, felt that
scriptions and some interest-free loans. the time must come when our launching
Launches were given by a winch con- would be solely by aero-tow. We saw,
structed, with much hard work, by the however, that to adopt such a policy
members. The site is a relatively small would involve c{)nsiderable opposition
grass airfield owned by Beagle-Auster both on the alleged grounds of expense
Aircraft Limited and adjoining their and of a decline in the launch rate.
works at Rearsby near Leicester. Thanks Meanwhile,. with a certain amollnt of
to the generosity of Austers in allowin.g prudence (or luck?), we had in June 1962
us to use the airfi~ld at week-ellds, we
have no site problem, and, dU.e to the
.kindness of the Auster Flying Club, we
have the use of a c1l1bhl;luse. However,
we have no hangarage and have to live
cut of trailers.

The Club made good progress, and
with the aid of a loan from the Private
Flying Loan Fund we purchased an
Olympia 28 in July 1961. Since that date
'Various sY'lIdicares have been formed and
the summer of 1963 saw us well estab
lisbed with a membership of approxi
mately 70 and having a Club fleet of the
T -2lll and Olympia, together with syndi
cates operating a Grunau Baby (with
closed cockpit) an Olympia I and a Sky"
lark 4.

Our membership fees at that date were
-and stilI are>'4ln entrance fee of £3 3s.
and an annual SUbsCription of £7 7s.,
though there are redlllctiQns for students
and for members' wives. Our flying fees
were 4s. 6d. per winch launch and soar
ing fees. of Is. 6d. for eve'ry five minutes,
after the first five, in either of the Club
aircraft. Aero,tl;lws were spasmodically
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1. More time in the ,air. Our membership
has increased slightly bllt there is a
significant increase in the hourage
achieved by our two·seater and the
Olympia.

2. HilI and wave soaring are now pos
sible. An aero-tow to the ridge at
Harby near Melton Mowbray (the' tug
is. airborne for 25 minutes) has resulted
,in two 5-hour legs, although a field
landing is inevitable. Wave soaring has
taken pll\ce over the site, but this is
not possible without aero-towing.

3. Marginal thermal days will undoubted
ly produce more soaring.

4. Our elevoted Transport Committee no
longer spend a great deal of their" time
repairing and maintaining winches and
towing vehicles. They can fiy instead.

5. The fumbles associated with winches
have disappeared.

6. Improved training metllods. We beJjeve
we may produce safer and better pilots
who are competent to soar. As yet we
have not produced any pilots to first
solo standard, though one or two are
already in the offing.

It is, of course, only fair t() point out
the disadvantages:
1. We are prevented on more days than

previously from flying by high winds
and bad visibility.

2. We do not as yet haVe enough tug
pilots.
On balance, we feel that our neW.

arrangements are a vast improvement on
the old.

We are oo,w established on a basis
which enables us to provide proper
facilities for soaring and for training
soaring pilots by up-to-date methods. One
result has been a marked increase in the
enthusiasm of our members.

I would suggest we for~et the launch
rate t>ogey and, instead, aim to give our
Club members more flying and less frus
tration. Throwaway the winchl

of 19s. or 2Qs. 6d. Under our old system
15 minutes of training time would have
cost 18s., since a launch averaged
4 minutes, high winch launches being
precluded by the airfield's size.

In tetitls of flying time out members
are now forced to pay on average IO°/r,
more for their flying, but for this they
obtain the following advantages:

ordered a Capstan to replace the T-2IB.
Delivery of this aircraft was, with the
aid of the Private Flying Loan Fund,
arranged for October 1963. Jt so hap
pened that at aOO\ilt the same time CUm
berland Aviation Services Ltd. started to
run a flying school from Rearsby, and it
was felt by all concerned that to have ,a
flying school and winch launching on a
small airfield might lead to difficulty. In
consequence, with the arrival of the Cap
stan and the flying school we turned to'
full-time aero-towing.

Towing is carried out by a Tiger Moth
and a Terrier, but these are not both
necessarily available at the same time.
The Terrier, in fact, is run by Cumber
land Aviation Services,. and forms part
of their flying school. We use it on a
c,ontract basis. Two tugs seem adequate
to cater for six aircraft, a syndicate Swal-
low having joined us in October. .

From the outset we were determmed
that the tugs should look after them
selves financially, while members' sub
scriptions, and soaring fees for tbe Club
aircraft would look after the running
expenses of the Club. Each flight in a
Club glider is charged a soaring fee ,at
the rate of Is. 6d. for each five minutes
or fraction of five wfnutes it spends in
the air. The charges for theaero-tow
comprise a standing charge of 4s;, to
which is added 1s. 4d. for every mmute
which the tug spends in the air; though
for administrative convenience, the charge
is rounded off to the nearest sixpence.
This system of aero-tow charges was
adopted since it wa.s felt f:hat a tu~,could
be used most effiCiently In a vanety of
roles if the user paid a fair charge. F~r
instance, on a day when cloud base IS
low there is DO difficulty in assessing the
appro,:priate charge, thus eli.n:,inating the
difficulty caused by the traditional stand
ard charge in this country to 2,000 ft

Our new system compares very favour
ably with our earlier rates, as tbe follow
ing examples wiII show. In the case of
the Olympia being towed. to .2,000 f.t.
and not soaring, its usual time In the air
is 15 minutes, and the tug is airborne
fOf 70r 8 minutes. Under our old system
the pilot paid 18s. He now pays 18s. or
19~.

A typical training launch to approxI
mately 2,000 f.t. involve~ the Capstan
being airborne for 15 mlllute$ and the
tug for 8 or 9 minutes, involving a cost
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Throwaway the Winch (2)

I am convinced that aero-towing is a
"good thing", and if its cost could be
reduced we could afford to throw all the
old winches and tow·cars away (cries of
"shame" from confirmed M.T. \>ashers
we'll go join a motor club!).

I am equally convinced that the aero
planes in use today in the D.K. are
inefficient for towing, as only about 15
of the 140 h.p. of the engine ever reach
the glider. If tbe weight of the tow-plane
were reduced (only necessary to carry one
person, not four) and be designed for
climb at 55 knots (not cruise at 80 knots),
and have the best propell1er efficiency
obtainable at the design climb speed,
then we could have a smaller engine and
still have 15 or more horses reaching the
glider.

One of the main deterrents in aero·
towing is the cost of "fumbling". The
actual tow is not too expensive
with present aircraft, but the pilot who
makes a large circuit instead of a tight
one, or who taxis about all over the
field, is costing his club Is. 6d. a minute,

or more. Tow costs have to be loaded to
cover a proportion of pilot error. I have
satisfied myself by experiment that
efficiency in airfield layout and competent
pilots (;3n reduce tug times for a given
height of tow by as much as 30%. The
smaller engine might reduce "fumble
cost" to Is. a minute, or less.

I therefore suggest that a single-seater
tug with a modern 60 to 100 h.p. engine
could be developed that would give a
better towing performance than present
tugs at a significantly lower cost The
design aim should be "10s. to 2,000 ft
including fumble factor". I believe the
gliding movement is nearing the size
where the development of such an air
craft is a practicable proposition, possibly
from an existing design.

This letter is written to see if there is
interest in such a project If people with
constructive ideas on the design and
operation requirements would care to let
me have their views, I would be glad to
try to correlate them as a first step to
wards more efficient aero-tow launches.

Roy G. PROCTER.
Grunball. Crawley Ridge,
Camberley. Surrey.

'WINTER' Barographs
Sturdy and Reliable

(used on latest World Record Distance Flight)

Height Ranges available:

0-6,000 m., 0-8·,000 m., 0-10,000 m., 0-12,000 m.

Delivery approx. 6 weeks

U.K. Price £38.0.0 (Duty paid)
Packing & poslage exlr.

'MUNRO' Air Speed Indicators
CaJibratiQn 20-150 knots as illustrated

To maintain the low Price ....e have discontinued
Production of the 20-130 knof model.

Price £11.0.0. Packing & Postage extra

W,ite for leaflets to tlte Sole ~l/ing Agent'

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
,l 33b Eccleston Square. London. 5.W.l
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IT'S ALL YOURS

~e~~_::--,""!,,__~_~iiL.,------..,..-.-._---- _._----~-~~.::-=-."" ~

THE INSTRUCTORS'
CONFERENCE. 1964

THIS was well attended, as usual, and
discussion ranged over a variety of

subjects. Talks were given by Frank
Irving on aircraft strength aspects of
aerobatics, Derrick Goddard on aero
towing, including twin towing, John
Everitt on Coach and Capstan opera
tions, and E. J. Furlong on last year's
accidents.

All these aspects of gliding showed
the need for improved standards if
incidents were to be avoided, particularly
now that pilots were able to get on to
high-performance aircraft with relatively
little experience.

The Conference made several recom
mendations, which will be put to the
B.G.A. Council for consideration.

1. AEROBATICS.-It was proposed that
pilots should not be allowed to do aero
batics without first having been taught
them dual, and that both the two-seater
used, and the aircraft on which the first
solo aerobatics were carried out, should
be fitted with an accelerometer.

2. C CERTlFICATE.-It was proposed
that the standard of the C should be
ra.ised, so that it meant mOTe in terms
of pilot proficiency. It was also proposed
that the Air Law paper now associated
with the C should be moved to the B
Certificate, and a new general paper
should be attached to the C.

3.-lt was felt that all air-brake levers
should have, in addition to the geo
metric lock, visual indication of lock
ing.

4.-It was proposed that in the late

autumn, a week-end conference for
C.F.I.'s should be arranged at a gliding
club, at which the Capstan should also
be available so that delegates could get
some flying.

* * *
STARTING A GLIDING CLUB

THERE is something fascinating about
the idea of starting a gliding club.

In the long winter evenings of thinking
about it, visions. of flying frequently
and freely in the summer sky loom
large. Sad"!y, the truth is far from this.
This article will not deal with adminis
tration, membership, or the many other
real problems, but simply with the
factors which enable the new club's
flying operations to be e.ffective.

As an irreducible minimum the cl ub
must have:

ASlTE
A TWO-SEAT!;"R
A LAUNCHING MECHANISM
AN INS11l.UCTOR

These, in some form, are nol unduly
difficult to obtain, but experience has
shown, and a few minutes' thought will
continue to show, that unless the four
ingredients are suitable for the job, or
are of reasonable quality, the new club
will find it difficult to get established
and almost impossible to progress. Its
members will put in a vast amount of
work, and risk ultimately being defeated.

The four essential ingredients do not
need to be of uniformly high quality to
achieve success, but taken together
should add up to a workable total. For
example; a really first-class instructor
can manage with poor equipment and a
marginal site (except that he will get
ulcers sooner), or alternatively an
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extremely large and easy site can toler
ate a less experienced instructor.

If however, all four ingredients are
marginal, of low quality, or poor suit
ability then the club must accept the
fact that it is going to find life difficult,
ev~n dangerous, with progress unlikely.
It would be much wiser to put off start
ing at all until it can get going with a
more effective team.

Looking briefly at the ingredients:
The INSTRUCTOR is the most important.

If he is extremely able, he will know
what minimum standard is acceptable
in the other three ingredients, and if
be thinks it is too low, he can refuse
to run flying until improvements are
made. If the other ingredients are only
just adequate, he will be able to make
the best of them.

If, on the other hand, the instructor
is inexperienced, the club may not make
much progress, even if the other ingredi
ents are all quite good.

The AIRCRAFT, too, is important, !l'nd
any old two-seater just will not do. If
a club is to get any,where today, and

ABOUT GLIDING
A 20 page booklet of questions and
answers on gliding, ideal for the
visitors or new members of any club.

Your Club's name and address can be
specially printed on orders of 200
or more copies at no extra charge.

Retan price 1'-. Discount anowed
to Clubs.

PI~Il5~ wrjl~ for s~cimM copy. and
mort!' information to:

BRlnSH GLIDING
ASSOCIATION

ARTILLERY MANSIONS,
75 VICTORIA Sl'REE1',

LONDON, S.W.1.

turn out good pilots, it must teach OD
aircraft with modern handling chara'cter
istics, for two reasons: (I) its future
fleet will probably include high-per
formance aircraft; (2) if it does not,
some of the club members will go off
and buy themselves one, and it is the
club's responsibility to have taught them
how to fly properly. (NOTE: We have
left the Wright Bros.. era.)

The LAUNCH1NG MECHANISM can be
winch, car, or tug, but it must do two
things: (I) remain serviceable so that
flying can take place when required,
and (2) launch the glider to sufficient
height to allow proper training flights
to be carried out on the two-seater
employed.

A temporary device which will fling
the glider to a mere 600 ft. or so only
when it feels like it is death to any
club spirit or enthusiasm.

Finally, the Srrn. The biggest problem
here is usualIy finding anything at all,
aJ;ld what is required is often somewhat
overlaid by a mixture of slope-soaring
tradition and disused concrete. Thel"e'
is no doubt that gliding will have to
attempt to use sites which are more
economical in land if clubs are to have
a real home of their own. To help
rationalize site requirements, the follow
ing paper has been produced, and is
available from the RG.A.

* * *
GUDING SITES

THE following recommended mini
mum requirements for gliding fields

have been produced to help clubs look
ing for new sites.

I. In the long run the safety of
gliding club operations depends on a
number of complementary factors 
pilot skill. aircraft characteristics, launch
ing methods, weather, and the site.
Experience has shown that it is unrealis
tic to pretend that exceptionally high
qualities in one, or several, of these
aspects can always be achieved; so in
order to obtain an acceptable accident
rate the quality of all these factors in
combination must be above a certain
level.

2.. Although ojJerations from a site
which does not come up to the mini
mum requirements might well remain
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GUDE AHEAD WITH A "BLANIK"
THE HIGH PERFORMANCE TWO-SEATlR
A.R.8.. approved fOf aerobatics and cloud flying
Anodised metal construction, duplicated instruments
Flap and air brakes, retractable undercarriage
Upholstered interior

£1,89.5 deliy.ered U.K. duty paid

Sole Agents

HoP. available. Deposit £475
and 36monthlv payments of
£46.11.0

Peter S. Clifford & Co. Ltd.
Telephone KIDLINGTON 3355

OXFORD AIRPORT
KIDLlNGTON

safe for a considerable period, it will
only require the slightest lack of vigi
lance on the part of the instructor, or
a small error of judgment by an in
experienced pilot, to result in an acci
dent.

3. The purpose of this paper is to
define the minimum physical require
ments of a site where it is proposed
that gliding by inexperienced pilots will
take :place.

4. Ideally a club should be sited on
the largest, flattest, and least obstructed
field io the chosen area. This, however,
is rarely possible and the club has to
make a safe site out of whatever land
it can get. The proposed area should be
considered in a Dumber of different ways.
These are listed below with the mini
mum standards of practicability. If the
minima are only barely met in several
respects, the site will be marginaL If
any aspect is below the minimum stand
ard, the site should be regarded as
unsuitable.

5. It should be realised that the fol
lowing schedule of requirements amount
to a MINIMUM site, suitable only for
small-scale operations. If the club in-

tends future expansion, it should obtain
a site which is appreciably larger.

6_ Some existing clubs have sites
which do not come up to the minimum
specification. Some of these clubs,
through a large background of experi
ence, have learnt to live with their dis
advantages. This is no reason for new
unsuitable sites to be brought into use,
particularly as gliders are becoming
faster and heavier.

A. Size
The absolute minimum which will

allow winch launching and aero-towing
operations is 600 yds. by 100 yds. The
direction of the runs should best use
the most prevalent wind (preferabl)'
W.S.W. - E.N.E.). The field should, if
possible, be larger than 600 yds. by
100 yds., but this area is regarded as,
and will be termed, the BASIC FIELD.
when considering all further points. It
should be marked on the planning map.
and other criteria checked or measured
from it.

Operating from the runway of a dis
used airfield may be' acceptable even
if the runway is bordered with fences,
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and is nar!ower than the 100 yds. speci
fied, provIded (a) that the fences are
light enough to fail without injury to
the pilot in the event of his running into
them, and (b) that it is possible to make
emergency landings safely outside the
fence.

B. Slope
Gentle undulations of the field need

not make it unsuitable, although they
may cause inconvenience in use. The
field is better to be slightly saucer
shaped rather than hog-backed, but no
slope should be such that a glider with
out a wheelbrake is likely to move of
its own accord.

From a centre line drawn along the
BASIC FIELD 600 yds. in length, the
general slope both 10nQitudinally and
laterally must not be steeper than 1:40.
Small local slopes should if possible
not be steeper than 1: 30. One end of the
BASiC FIELD should not be more than
45 ft~ higher than tbe other.

C. Surf.ce
This should obviously be free from

potholes or boulders. It should also be
free of large quantities of loose stones
or flints, unless continuous clearing wiJI
be carried out as fresh stones reach the
surface. It should be drained, or drain
well enough, to make winter operations
practical. The surface crop (grass, short
heather, etc.) should have tough enough
roots to resist being cut up easily.

It should be possible to drive a lAnd
rover over every part of the BASIC FIELD
at not less than 20 m.p.h. without undue
discomfort.

D. Surroundings
The area up to half a mile in any

direction from the BASIC FIELD should
be reasonably unobstructed and in other
ways suitable to permit an emergency
return to the landing area, or to allow
an outlanding by an inexperienced pilot
without undue hazard or difficulty.

Exceptions to this requirement are .(a)
the proltimity of a proved and effective
soaring slope, and (b) in some cases
the club premises or other isolated build
ing.

Regardless of' the size 0/ the gliding
field, there shall be no power wires with
in 200 yds. of its boundaries.

Eo The Approaches
Each Approach Area shall be defined

as that area bounded by (a) the end of
the field, (b) and (c) two lines drawn
30· outwards from the prolongation of
the BASIC FIELD and (d) an art of a
circle of radius 600 yds. drawn from
the centre line of the basic strip at its
end.

The Approach Area at each end of
the BASIC FIELD shall be completely
clear of any obstructions above an angle
of 1 :30.

The Approaches need to be satisfac
tory for gliders landing, and also for
aero-tow take-offs. In this respect it
should be realised that it should be pos
sible for the combination to climb along
a path of 1: 30, without making turns
of a smaller radius than 600 yds.

Method of AssC$Sinl: the Site
1. Obtain the largest possible scale

map. and from a survey of the site
mark on it the BASIC FIEI,D600 yds. by
100 yds., aligned in tbe most suitable
direction.

2. Check all other requirements
from this basic area as described above.
using both the map information and sile
inspection.

3. It is preferable to measure the
approach angle at 1: 30 with a theodo
Iile, but if this is not available, a simple
sighting device can be constructed using
a long carpenter's level. A backsight
should be fitted to Qne end of the level.
and a vertical marker at the other. The
height of this marker should be 1/30
the length of the level. The device
should be levelled on a suitable plat
form on the ground and the gradient
observed by sighting from the back
sight to the foresight marker. Anything
showing above the marker and in the
defined approach area is an obstruc
tion which is outside the prescribed
limits. ANN WELCH

STRANGE ACCIDENT

A N unusual cause of a crash is repor
ted in Soaring for March. Leslie

Howard, aged 29, was flying a Schweizer
1-26 at Elsinore. California, when he
was sj:en to spi,ral down and crash on
a ridge to west of the town. An autopsy
revealed that he "had choked to death
trying to avoid vomiting after becoming
airsick while flying."
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NATIONAL CHAMPION~HIPS 1964

Entries in LEAGUE ONE

Con/est
No. Pi/o/(s)

1 P A. Wills
4 W. A. H. Kahn
9 C. A. P. ElIis

10 P. M. Scott
13 G. W. Mackworth-Young
16 P. Dawson
20 D. D. Carrow
24 P. Hanneman
36 R. A. Mann
42 D. A. Smith
44 A. H. Warminger
58 A. J. Deane-Drummond
72 E. Stark
75 J. D. Spottiswood
86 N. W. Kearoil

139 P. G. Burgess
147 D. C. Kerridge, A. D. Purnell
155 J. B. Jefferson
160 D. B. James
175 D. F. Innes
177 M. C. Fairman
180 J. D. Jones
190 E. G. Shephard, F. W. L. Shepard
193 C. P. A. Jeffrey
200 J. S. Fieldt;n
205 A. W. Gough
210 F. A.O. Gaze
211 Anne Burns
214 M. Bird
228 H. R. Dimock
233 I. W. Strachan
258 R. A. E. Dunn
266 F. G. Irving
296 W. N. Tonkyn
334 J. Dclafield
335 J. S. Williamson
361 C. W. Bentson
367 G. E. Burton
411 A. J.:Stone
460 M. P. Garrod

Glider

Skylark 4
Skylark 3B
Skylark 3
Olympia 419
Skylark 30
Skylark 4
Skylark 3B
Olympia 460
Skylark 4
Skylark 3B
Olympia 419
Dart
Olympia 419
Olympia 419
Olympia 419
Skylark 30
Skylark 3F
Skylark 3F
Skylark 3
Ka-6cR.
Skylark 3
Skylark 3F
Skylark 3F
M-lOOS
Skylark 3
Olympia 419
Std. Austria
Ka-6
Skylark 3
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Dart
Dart
Skylark 4
Dart
Skylark 4
Olympia 460

210

Entrant or Owner

Private Owner
Private Owner
London G.C.
Private Owner
Private Owner
RAF.
Private Owner
RAF.
Private Owner
Private Owner
Private Owner
Army G. Association
Army G. Association
RAF.
RAF.
Private Owner
Surrey G.c.
Private Owner
Surrey G.c.
RAF.
Private Owner
Private Owner
Army G. Association
A. MacDonald & Ptns.
Private Owner
RAF.
Private Owner
Private Owner
D. Robson & Ptns.
Private Owner
RAF.
RAF.
Private Owner
Imperial College G.C.
RAF.
RAF.
Private Owner
Private Owner
Private Owner'
H.C.G. Buckingham



NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 1964
Entries in LEAGUE TWO

Contesf
No. Pi/otCs)
2 1. Paul

12 C. G. DdrmaIl, A. SomerviIle
22 T. S. Zealley
33 G. F. Fisher, K. R. Brown
34 R. D. Dickson
41 R. Rutherford
48 J. A. Findon, R. J. Tarver
52 J. A. Evans
'37 K. R. Aldridge, D. W. Corrick
64 G. W.Camp
65 H. S. Mertam, Rika Harwood
68 R. T. Willbie
70 H. N. Gregg, C. D. Duthy-James
73 J. G. Croshaw
90 G. A. Coatesworth
91 A. W. Doughty
95 J. C. Riddell
96 B. J. Davey
98 S. M. Morison, R. C. Pick

108 V. C. Carr
118 K. C. Fitzroy
125 C. J. Pennycuiek, R. S. Wailer
131 A. S. Loveland, D. C. Austin
161 C. G. Richardson
169 C. R. Hurst, J. L. Smoker
171 G. T. Collins
173 D. M. R. Riddell
189 O. C. Snodgrass
196 R. G. Proctor, D. J. Crabb
239 P. Minton
240 M. S. Hunt, M. J. Smith
242 R. A. Sandford
270 A. O. Sutcliffe
280 P. D. Kevan, S. Mead
301 H. U. Midwood
303 E. B. Jel'zycki
317 G. S. Neumann
327 P. W. James
328 n. P. L .&alion
333 R. C. Stafford Alien

6 J. C. E\1eritt

Hors Concours
I-PATA G. and A. Orsi

Glider

Skylark 2
Olympia 460
Ka-6
Skylark 2e
Gull 4
Skylark 4
Olympia 460
Skylark 3F
Std. Austria
Sky
Skylark 3B
Skylark 3B
Skyfark 3n
Skylark 3
Olympia 403
Skylark 3F
Skylark 3F
Eagle
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Ka-6
Ka-6 eR
Olympia 460
Skylark 3r
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Skylark 3F
Skylark 4
Bocian
Skylark4
Skylark 4
Olympia 2
Ka-6 eR
S.F.26
Olympia 460
Skylark 4
Skylark 3F
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Capst~n

Capstan

Skylark 4
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Entrant or 0 wner

Private Owner
Army G. Association
Private Owner
Private Owner
Privat·e Owner
Private Owner
Private Owner
Army G. Association
Private Owners
London G..C.
Private Owners
Private Owners
Private Owners
RAF.
RAF.
Private Owner
Private Owner
Imperial College G.c.
Private Owners
Private Owner
RAf.
Private Owners
RAF.
Private Owner
Private Owner
Private Owner
Private Owner
Private Owner
M. R. Fountain
D. Crabb & Ptns.
Private Owners
Private Owner
Private Owner
RAF.
Peak Sailplanes
Polish Air Force Ass.
Private Owner
SurreyG.C.
Surrey G.c.
Private Owner
B.GA

Private Owner



DISTANCE
(joint holders)

HEIGiff GAIN
ABSQLlITE ALTITUDE
GOAL FLIGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
200-KM. TRIANGLE
300-KM. TRIANGLE
500-KM. TRIANGLE

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS
SiDgle-seaters

R. Lindner (W. Germany), 544.312 miles (2.6.63).
O. Schauble (W. Germany, 544.312 miles (2.6.63).
K. Bezler (W. Ge.rmany), 544.312 miles (2.6.63).
P. F. Bikle (U's.A.), 42, 303.15 ft. (25.2.61).
P. F. Bikle (V.SA), 46,266.4 ft. (25.2.61).
A. H. Parker (V.SA), 487.241 miles (27.8.63).
M. Jackson (SA.), 04,363 miles (8.1.64).
G. B. Moffat (USA), 79.77 m.p.h. 06.8.62).
R. Schreder (U.S.A.), 67.002 m.p.h. (6.8.59),
G. B. Moffat (U.SA), 67.18 m.p.h. (l9.S.62).
E. Dommisse CS. A.). 66.561 m.p.h. (25.12.63).

DISTANCE
HEIGHT GAIN
ABSOLUTE ALTlTUDE
GOAL FLIGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
20D-KM. TRIANGLE
300-KM. TRIANGLE
500'KM. TRIANGLE

Two-seaters
V. IIchenko & G. Petchnikov (U.S.S.R.), 515.6 miles (26.5.53).
L. E. Edgar & H. E. Klieforth (U.S.A.), 34,425.85 ft. (19.3.52).
L E. Edgar & H. E. Klieforth (U.S.A.), 44,255.25 ft. (19.3.52).
F. Kepka Jr. & E. Lopato (Poland), 395.56 miles (8.8.62).
S. Ratusinski & S. Maciejewski (poland), 337.715 miles (29.7.62).
A. Kouchirko & P. Barkov (U.S.S.R.), 62.335 m.p.h. (27.7.63).
D. Barbera & S. Robert (France), 52.538 m.p.h. (17.8.62).
Ho C. Ross & P. E. Wilson (UoS.A.), 51.169 m.p.h. (13.8.58).

BRITISH NATIONAL RECORDS
British National records can be s.et up by citizens ef the United Kingdom in' any

country.

DISiANCE
HEIGHT GAIN
ABSOLUTt ALTITUDE
GOAL FLIGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
200-KM. TRIANGLE
300-KM. TRIANGLE
500·KM. TRIANGLE

Siogle-seaters
P. Lane (Germany), 460.5 miles (1.6.62).
G. J. Rondel (U.K.), 29.100 ft. (18.6.60).
H. C. N. Goodhart (U.S.A.), 37,050 ft. (12.5.55).
H. C. N. Goodhart (U.K.), 360 miles (10.5.59).
D. O. Burns (S.A.), 351 miles (10.1.61).
Anne Burns (S.A.), 52.20 m.p.h. (12.1.63).
Anne Burns (S.A.), 49.09 m.p.h. (l1.1.61).
Anne Burns (S.A.), 53.84 m.p.h. (5.1.64).
Anne Burns (S.A.), 64.2 m.p.h. (25.12.63).

DISTANCE
HEIGHT GAIN

DISTANCE
HEIGHT GAIN
ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE
GOAL F\..IGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
200-KM. TRIANGLE
30D-KM. TR1ANGLE

Two-seaters
L. Welch & F. G. Irving (U.K.), 254 miles (14.5.55).
C. Morgan & L. G. Stanbridge (Austria), 16,453 ft. (5.11.62).
C. Morgan & L. G. Stanbridge (Austria), 19,658 ft. (5.11.62).
W. A. H. Kahn & J. S. Williamson (U.K.), 194 miles (12.4.58).
F. A. O. Gaze ~ Rosemary Storey (U.K.), 170 miles (7.8.59).
D. B. James & D. Marshall (U.K.), 35 m.p.h. (13.5.57).
F. A. O. Gaze & Rosemary Storey (U.K.), 27.03 m.p.h. (30.4.60).
W. A. H. Kahn & B. J. Davey (U.K.), 30.08 m.p.h. (27.7.63).

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS
:United Kingdom records can be set up by pilots of any nationality with flights

startmg from the U.K. All the followmg holders are U.K. citizens:

SiDgleoseaters
H. C. N. Goodhart. 360 miles, Skylark 3 (10.5.59)
G. J. Rondel, 29,100 ft .. Olympia 2B (18.6.60)
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ABSOLUTE ALTlTUDE
GOAL FLIGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
20o-KM. TRIANGLE
30o-KM. TRIANGLE
lOO-KM. GOAL,
200-KM. GOAL
3OO-KM. GOAL
500-KM. GOAL

DISTANCE
HEIGHT GAIN
ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE
GOAL FL'IGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
200-KM. TRIANGLE
3OO-KM,. TRIANGLE
lOO-KM. GOAL
ZOO-KM. GOAL
3OO·KM. GOAL

DISTANCE
HHGHT GAIN
ABSOLIJTE ALTITUDE
GOAL FLIGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
ZOO-KM. Tl{lANGLE
300·KM. TRIANGLE
500-KM. TRIANGLE

DISTANCE
HEIGHT GAIN
ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE
GOAL FLIGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
ZOO'KM. TRIANGLE
3OO-KM. TRIANGLE
5QO-KM. TRIANGLE

DISTANCE
HEIGHT GAIN
ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE
GOAt. FLIGHT
GOAL AND RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE
Zoo·KM. TRI,\NGLE
300-KM. TRIANGLE
lOO-KM. GOAL
ZOO-KM. GOAL
30l)"KM. GOAL

G. J. Rondel, 30,580 ft., Olympia 2B (18.6.60)
H. C. N. Go:o:dhart, 360 miles, Skylark 3 (10.5.59)
A. D. PurneU, 242.8 miles, Skylark 3F (27.7.63)
F. Foster, 46.3 m.p.h., Skylark 2. (23.6.57)
A. J. Stone, 40.54 m.p.h., Skylark 3B (31.5.60)
H. C. N. Goodhart, 4L2 m p.h., Skylark 3 (25.6.57)
M. Bird, 71.09 m.p.h., Skylark 3p (4.8.62)
I. W. Strachan, 71.1. m.p.h., Skylark 4 (2.6.63)
E. A. Moore, 57.4 m.p.h., Skylark 2 (27.5.57)
H. C. N. 'Ooodhart, 56.4 m.p.h., Skylark 3 (10.5.59)

Two-seatel's
L. Welch &F. G. Irving, 254 miles, Eagle (14.5.55)
A. D. Piggott & B. Whateley, 15,240 ft., 1'-21 (27.6.53)
{not claimed)
W. A. H. Kahn &: J. S. Williamson, 194 miles, Eagle (12.4.58}
F. A. O. Gaze & Rosemary Storey, 170 miles, Eagle (7.8.59)
D. B. James & D. Marshal!, 35 m.p.h., Gull 2 (31.5.57)
F. A. O. Gaze & Rosemary Storey, 27.03 m,p.h., Eagle (30.4 6O)
W. A. H. Kahn & B. J. Davey, 30.08 m.p.h., Eagle (27.7.63)
D. B. James & K. O'Riley, 60 m.p.h., Gl,JU 2 (27.5.57)
J. S. Wil!iamson & D. Kerridge, 34.9 m.p.h., Eagle (9.4.55)
W. A. H. Kahn & J. S. Williamson, 43 m.p.h., Eagle (12.4.58}

WOMEN'S GLIDING RECORDS
INTERNATIONAL - Single-seaters
Olga Klepikova (U.S.S.R.), 465.53 miles (6.7.39)
Anne BUrns (Gt. B.), 29,917 it. (13.1.61)
Betsy Woodward (U.S.A.), 39,993 it. (14.4.55)
Pe!agia Majewska (poland), 349.583 miles (30.8.59)
Pelagia Majewska (poland), 283.9665 miles (3,7.63)
Anna Samossadova (U.S.SR.), 51.85 m.p.h. (27.7.60)
Anne Burns (Gt. B.), 49.09 m.p.h. (11.1.61)
Anne Burns (Gt. B.), 53.84 mp.h.(5.1.64)
Anne Burns (Gt. B.), 64.2 m.p.h. (25.12.63)

BRITlS}J: NATIONAL - Single-seaters
Anne Burns (S.A.), 32656 miles (3.1.61)
Anne Burns (S.A.), 29.917 miles (13.1.61)
Anne Burns (S.A.), 34.590 miles (13.1.61)
Ann Welch (Poland). 328 miles (20.6.61)
Anne Bums (S.A.), 268 miles (9.1.61)
Anne Burns (S.A.), 52.2 m.p.h. (12,,1.63)
Anne Burns (S A.), 49.09 m.p-.h. {l1.1.61)
Anne Burns (S.A.), 53.84 m.p.h. (5.1.64)
Anne Burns (S.A.), 64.2 m.p.h. (25.l2.6l)
UNITED KINGDOM - Single-seaters
Anne Burns, 282 miles, Skylark 3 (105.59)
Anne Burns, 16,750 ft., Skylark 3 (10.5.59)
Anne Burns, 18,400 ft., Skylark 3 (10.5.59)
Anne Bums, 192 miles, Skylark 3 (12.4.58)
Anne Burns, 134 miles, Olympia 419 (26.5.63)
Anne Burns, 37.3 m.p.h., Skylark 3 (25.7.59)
Anne Burns, 32.6 m.p.h., Skylark 3 (19.7.59)
Anne Burns, 27.6 m.p.h., Skylark 3 (1.6.60)
Rika Harwood. 51.6 m.p.h., Olympia 2 (27.5.57)
Anne Burns, 53.2 m.p.h., Olympia 419 (2..6.63)
Anne Burns. 39.1 m.p.h., Skylark 3 (l2.4.58)
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"'Tis the Battery On~e Again"
(Shakespeare, Henry IV)

by R. BRETT-KNowLES
B.G.A. Co-.ordinator. Instrument Development

In this article. Lieut. Cmdr. Brett-Knowles describes not so much the battery, but
a new means of charging it. He reports on ·an Alternator which has iust recently

been imported for sale in thi's country.

NOW that we are fitting radio to our the battery if its voltage should be low.
. gliders and cars as the accepted As their manufacturer says, the alteroa
thing rather than the exception, it may tor is self protecting, but he does not
be found with the older non-transistor- offer any advice on how the battery will
ised car sets that the drain on the fare during this treatment (since he also
battery is excessive. The Prestolite makes the battery, presu{l1ably he is on
Alternator is designed to overcome the to a gm thing if you do install one to
failure of the conventional D.e. genera- charge a small battery). The sample of
tor to produce output in sufficient quantity Prestolite Alternator offered to the
to run these extras at idling revs. At nor- author to test has a maximum output
mal engine speeds, the power output of irrespectiv.e of engine speed (due to
most D.e. generators is quite adequat~ internal rectance) of 35 amps, and if
to take care of the electrical load im- you attempt 10 take more, its voltage
posed by a radio or alternatively traile.! will fall till only 35 amps can be drawn,
Iigh~,and there is nothing to be gained according to the law of the late German
by changing either to a bigger battery doctor. •
or dynamo, and certainly no point in -----------------
installing one of the British 60 amp. • Georg Simon Ohm, who was 'born
alternators previou.sly availab!e, as these some time between' 1781 and 1789, pro-
aJternators have no current-regulating pounded a law which connected the
circuit, and will give the full output into voltage and current in a circuit.

The Alterna/or
mounted in
place o/a
D.e. generator.
Photo by
Brian Pritchard
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Construdiolllll Dilferences correct. When the maximum output
How does the Alternator differ from current is reached, the AlternatQr it5Clt

the usual generator, and why has it only fails to deliver any higher voltage, even
been produced lately? In a D.e. gener- though the field is connected by the
at'or, the movement of a coil through a relay all the time, and so no current coil
magnetic field produces a voltage,' but is needed in the regulator. A D.e.
only during movement. It is not easy to generator has to have a current coil as
produce a continuous movement through no such automatic regulation takes place
a field, which wouW make a steady volt- (disregarding the obsolete three-brush
age such as a battery needs to charge it, generator which did rroduce a constant
and so the coil is rotated to pass fast current irrespective 0 system needs, but
through the field one way, then slow had no voltage control), and if the
down and pass back again through the battery voltage should be on the low
same field, but travelling in the opposite side, too much current would be made,
direction. This makes the voltage die with overheating of the winding$ and
away and then reverse, which would sparking at the switch (called the com
disagree with the battery's ,digestion, and mutator in the jargon).
so a mechanical switch IS, used to change Trials report
over the connections from the coil to A Prestolite 51/37 Alternator was
the battery each time the voltage changes loaned me for trial by the importers (it
direction. So the coils which make the is made in Canada or Ireland), and fitted
heavy current needed to charge the to my car. Immediately a snag cropped
battery rotate, and a coil which only up, for my car has the negative side of
needs a little current to supply the mag- the battery earthed, wbich is not com
nelic field, is stationary. mon practice in Britain, and. the Alter-

The Alternator reverses this order, nator was arranged for positive earth.
and rotates a magpet inside a heavy It would have been a matter of perhaps
current coil, from which the alternating half an hour's work to change the
output voltage is taken. This has been Alternator, but the importers did not
done for many years in cycle dynamos wish this to be done, and so the change
and also in motor-eycles, where the had to be made the other way. If the
dynamo only feeds lights and no battery Alternator had been put In without any
is charged. The big advantage is that change, no damage would have been
current to the moving magnet is small done, as the regulator unit su~plied had
and is fed through slip rings rather than a polarity-detecting relay which would
the reversing switch of the D.e. machine. never have connected the battery to the
but the output of the Alternator is A.C. Alternator. To make tbe change to the
and must be changed to D.e. for the Alternator merely involves dismantling
battery. Within the last few years elec- it and interchanging three pairs of
tronic switches have beeD made which silicon diodes.
do this job silently, cheaply and reli- The actual installation took: the whole
ably, so efficiently that a cut-out is not of a rainy forenoon at Lasham; this
needed, but may be fitted to preVeI)t time was largely consumed in making
destruction of the device should the a distance piece to tension the belt., and
battery inadvertently be connected the in many cars no such work would be
wrong way round. Althougb the rotat- involved. The electrical side was very
ing part does not carry a large current, easy, apart from the polarity change,
tbe magnetic field strength can be made one additional wire was needed from the
very large, and, more important., more regulator to the ignition switch, as the
poles can be used, so that fewer revs residual magnetism of the rotor is so
are needed for the same voltage. low that the Alternator will not corn-

Regulation of the voltage is done in menc.e charging unless the field is con
the same way as the D.e. dynamo, by' nected to the battery. which would
using a relay to disconnect the field COIl involve a continuous drain of 2 10 3
when the voltage rises above the nor- amps. whether the engine was running
mal. The field collapses and so <loes the or Qot. This additional connection is
voltage; the relay notices this and re- arranged so that switching off the igni
connects tbe field when the cycle repeats tion also stops the field supply to the
itself, so that the mean voltage stays Alternator.
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A.S.R.A.M
LIMITED

Send now for full detail.

Ensure lhat your batteries are

in tip·top condition for R/T

work by filling a Prestolite

Ahernator 10 your Recovery

Vehicle.

ND
R{f FAILURES WITH

pres.tDlite
. ALTERNATORS

More Amps at Lower Vehicle Speed

One point to watch is that there is
adequate wrap round of the generator
belt, a~ a considerable amount of
mechanical power must be delivered to
the Alternator if it is being asked to
deliver a large electrical power (the
maximum power is over 400 watts as
compared to the 240 watts which most
D.C. generators give). This capability
also means that the dynamo belt must
be tight to avoid slip" which would
Joon cause belt failure" beside lack of
output. A pUlley ratio of 2.4 step up'
from engine to Alternator i~ mggested
by the makers, and direction of rotation
is immaterial.

On test, it still managed to cope with
all the electrical load. that it was
possible to apply, namely headlamps
and radio on send., with fast tick-over
on the Mercl!des 180 D, which has a
slow-running engine. Radio interfer
ence was undetectable. At cruising revs,
the voltage rose to 13.8 and stayed there
irrespective of actual speed or electrical
load.

Heating of the Alternator, which as
the picture shows is fan-cooled, was
negligible', until belt slip ~tarted, when
the pulley heate.d and the output
dropped so that no c1:Jarge occurred.
Tightening up the belt cured the trouble.

EDITORIAL Non;. Lieut.-Cmdr.
Brett·Knowles informs us that he has j 'Boundary Road, The Docks,
left .H.M.S. C0.Ilingwood, and letters' I I Southampton.
to him should In future' be addressed
clo the British Gliding Association lUld Te(ephpne: Southampton. 28931
should contain a 'Stamped addressed.
envelo.pe.

Suppliers

The Prestolite 51/37 and its bigger
brothers 51/4 (40 amp.) and 51/5 (55
amp.) are distributed m Britain by Air
Sea Rescue Apparatus Maintenance
Ltd.. Boundary Road, The Docks,
Southampton. For all types a regulator
is required, which is not interchangeable
with the type of regulator and cut-out
on D.e. generatOTS ; ASRAM supply
regulators and adaptor brackets should
they be required to mount the Alter
nator in place ora standard D.C.
general



FRED FUMBLE

EXTRACf FROM "LAWS AND RULES"

"F.9-A glider ;oining another in a thermal shall circle in the same direction as
that established by the first."
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TATI GALLUlY 17040

THE club's renovated premises were
opened officially on Wednesday,

29th April by F. Gough, M.P., the
Chairman of the Royal Aero Club, and
Philip Wills. The o~ning was foJlowed
later by a most successful open evening
for members and their friends.

Diary of Lectures and Film Shows
Wednesdays at 8 p.m.

May 6. "Thoughts on being an Inven
tor" by full-time inventor
John Oram.

13. "Memphis BeHe", the story of
the Flying Fortress.

" 20. Films: "Jet Lift", the develop
ment of the Flying Bedstead.

" 27. Flying at Biggin HiIl, by Peter
Towlson.

74 ."SEHENT
ECCLESTON
SQUAllE • SWI

June 3. Talks by the winners of the
1964 Gliding Championships.

10. Alpine Ballooning, by Anthony
Smith, with slides.

17. Light-plane Aerobatics, by
James Gilbert, of the Tiger
Gub.

.. 24. "Rigid Airships", talk by Peter
Brooks, previously postponed.

July 1. Light plane building, Arthur
Ord-Hume.

8. "The Air Scouts", by Air
Vice-Marshal B. A. Chacks
field.

15. The Klemperer Monoplane at
ItfQrd Hill, by John Jeyes.

" 22. Stunt Flying, by John Crews-·
son, of Film Aviation.

CLUB
THE

KRONFELD

STANDARD SAILPLANE M-100 5
IN SERIES PRODUCTION IN
ITALY AND IN FRANCE
Holder of the Italian and French
Airworthiness Certificate-b
ported in European countries
and overseas-British and FAA
Airworthiness Certificates ap
plied tor.

¥- HIGH PERFORMANCE-STRENGTH
¥- SAFE S1ALLING AND SPINNING
¥- AEROBATICS AND CLOUD FLYING PERMlnED

rigging and de-rigging performed in 1 min. 32 sec. + 1 min. 10 sec.
before the O.S.T.I.V. Jury in Argentina

DELIVERY IN A FEW MONTHS

HIGH PERFORMANCE TWO-SEATER CVV-8 "80naventwa'"
Italian design - strength - safety - high panelration

For furth., In'ormlriOri lild rlcnnic.1 brochure' writ. to.

AER-PEGASO S.p.A•• Via Colombo 15, Tot'ino (Italy)
Tel. 597.626 -744.055
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Pilots' Rating Scheme

THE Council has discussed the Rat
ing Scheme on many occasions and

during February held a Special Meeting
to finalise the basic principles of the
Pilots' Rating Scheme to be used at the
end of 1964 to produce the Pilots'
Rating List for 1965. The F1ying Com
mittee discussed the Council's firm
proposals, and with one or two amend
ments and clarifications presented the
following SCheme to Council. which was
accepted at their meeting on 11 th March.

It must be emphasised that this
Scheme is now unalterable in so far as
it will be used to prepare the 1965 Pilots'
Rating List. Any further suggestions
for modifications or alterations for the
preparation of the 1966 List must be
received by the Flying Committee no
later than September, 1964, so that any
amendments agreed by the Flying Com
mittee and Council may be used during
1965.

5. A competition is one as defined in
the B.G.A. Rules.

6. Team Entries. All pilots must have
a rating. The rating of the team will
be taken to be the mean of the
individual r,atings of its members.

7. The rating figure is arrived at as
follows: all the scores including
zeros for a pilot, as in 1 to 5 above,
will be added together, divided by
the total of the top possible scores
on those days, multiplied by 1,000.

8. The pilot of any aircraft entered in
a competition who has achieved no
score, will be given a zero unless it
is established that the aircraft was
properly withdrawn.

In the case of a team entry, the top
rated pilot will be responsible for en
suring that the zeros, if any, are cor
rectly allocated, failing which they will
be placed against his own name.

y- 70%
y- 60%
y- 50%

Code
y- 100%
y- 80%

Value of 1964 Competitions for 1965
Rating

Nationals League 1
Nationals League 2
Qualifying Regional Compe-

titions : according to the
top pilot flyipg:
Top'rated pilot 480 and

above
Top-rated pilot 420 to 479
Top-rated pilot below 419

Value of Competitions prior to 1%4 for
1965 Rating

1963 Competitions devalued 10%.
1962 Competitions devalued 10%,

plos further 15%.
1961 Competitions devalued 10%.

plus 15%. plus 20%.
It has been agreed that Competitions

will be devalued at an accelerating rate:
10% for the first year. further 15% the
following year, further 20% the next
year. and so on.

In the following table, final column
gives value of original ~core for 1965
Rating List.
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Rating Scheme to operate iD 1964 to
prodaee a List for 1965

The Scheme should ensure a rate of
flow throughout the list which can be
adjusted in the light of experience to
prevent stagnation by (a) devaluing
competitions from the 100% basis of
League 1 for the different classes of
competition, and (b) by devaluing for
previous years.
1. Before a pilot may have a ratin$. he

must have at least five competitIon
days.

2. A pilot's rating must be obtained
from at least two competitions.

3. In the competitions which need to
be considered, the scores of all the
days on which a pilot flew must be
counted.

4. The competitions to be taken from
the highest valued to the lowest.

DefinitioD
The Rating Scheme is required to pro

duce an ordered list of competitors
most likely to do well in competition
flying, based on pilots' achievements in
competitions, which may be used to
decide who can and who cannot fly in
the National Championships.



v. G. Aircraft Limited
1959 COMPETITIONS
Nationals League 1
Nationals League 2

A 32%
B 26%

All types of light aircraft
serviced and repaired,
also Spares supplied

Worlrsbops:-

Tring Road, Dunstable
Phone:· Dunstable 6~419

JOHN FURLONG
Chairman. Flying Committee

March, 1964

EocrORIAl- NOTE.-This is the final
version of the Rating Scheme and should
not be confused with that outlined in
the April issue on p. 119.

uagu~ in
Rmlng 1963

555 1
548 1
543 1
538
523 1
519 1
5,10 1
:504 1
503 1
502 1
501
498 1
495 1

="\.491 1
=f 491 1

490 1
488 1
485 1
474 1
471 1
470 1

="\.464 1
=f 464 1

461 1
457 1
456
454 1
453 1
450 I
445 1
444 1
440 1
431 1
419 1
426 1
414 1
418 1
409
408 2
407 2
401 2

PILOTS' RATING LIST

Order l'ilor

1. Williamson, J. S.
2. Wills, P. A.
3. SCott, P. M.
4. Goodhart, Ho C. N.
5. Stone, A. J.
6. Burton, G. E.
7. Delafield, J.
8. Piggot, A. D.
9. James, D. B.

10. Stephenson, G. H.
11. Deane-Drummond, A. J.
12. Kahn, W. A. H-
13. Mann, R. A.
14. Burgess, P. G.

Strachan, J. W.
16. Dimock,. H. R.
17. lnce, D. H. G.
18. Spottiswood, J. D.
19. Bentson, C. W.
20. Burns, Anne
21. Shephard, E. G.
22. Dunn. R. A. E.

Gough, A. W.
24. Warminger, A. H.
25. Fielden, J. S.
26. Cretney, F. D.
27. Mackworth-Young, W. C.
28. Jones, J. D.
29. Kearon, N. W.
30. Carrow, D. D.
31. Smith, D. A.
32. Jefferson, J. B.
33. Jrving, F. G.
34, Jeffrey, C. P. A.
3~. Ellis, C. A. P.
36. Fairman, M. C.
37. Stark, E.
38. Kaye, D. M.
39. lnnes, D. F.
40. Garrod, M. P.
41. Dawson, P.

C 31%
K 31%
I 31%

D 31%
L 23%
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E 61%
G 49%
M 42%

v 76%
W 61%
N 53%
053%
P 53%
Q 53%
T 53%

Code Value

ZD 90%
ZE 72%
ZF 63%
ZH 63%

(Sutton
ZL63%
ZB 59%
ZJ 54%

ZA 45%
ZC 45%
ZG 45%
Z145%

ZK 45%
ZM 45%

Competitions
1963 COMPETITIONS
Nationals League 1
Nationals League 2
Norfolk Easter Rally
Dunstable Regional
Northern Regional

Bank)
Bicester Easter Rallr
Dunkeswell Regiona
Midland Easter Rally
E. Midlands Spring Rally
Scottish Gliding Union
Venlo (RAF Germany)
Bicester August Rally
R.N.G.S.A. Lasham -

1962 COMPETITIONS
N~ionals League 1
Nationals League 2
Lasham Spring Rally
Norfolk Easter Rally
Bicester Easter Rally
Midland Easter Rally
Dunkeswell Regional
Northern Regional (Derby and

Lancs.) S 46%
Western Regional (Nympsfield) R 38%
Bicester Olympia Novices'

Rally U 38%
Geilenkirchen (RAF Germany) X 38%
1961 COMPETITIONS
Nationals League 1
Nationals Leagoe 2
Bicester
Northern Regional (Derby and

Lancs.) H 31 %
1960 COMPETITIONS
Inter-Services
RAF Inter·Command
CorlJish Gliding Week
London Gliding Week
Coventry Gliding Week



L~agu~ In 98. Richardson, C. G. =} 280 -
Otde,.. Pilot Rall~ 1963 Tarver, R. I. = 280 2
42. Bird, M. ="\. 3 9"' 1 100. Riddell, J. C. =} 275 -

Tonkyn, W. N.
~{

399 1 Whitfield, G. R. = 275 2
44. Hannemau, P. 396 2 Zealley, T. S. = 275

Kerridge, D. C. =f 396 2 103. Hurst, C. R. ="\.273 2
46. Gaze, F. A. O. 394 1 Midwood, H. U. =J 273 2
47. Davey, B. J. 392 '2 105. Ware, E. T. 270 -
48. Coatesworth, G. A. 391 - 106. Dorman, C. G. ="\. 268 2
49. S.llodgrass, D. C. ="\. 390 I Goldney, L. P. =f 268 -

Aldridge, K. R. =f 390 2 108. Browning. H. 265 -
51. Paul, 1. =} 389 1 109. Lane, P. 264 -

Carr, V. C. = 389 2 110. Blake, K. W. 261 2
53. Findon; J. A. =} 378 2 Ill. Alexander, A. L. L. 260 2

Bacon" G. MeA. = 378 112. Pick, R. C. 255 2Croshaw, J. G. = 378 1
113. Pozerski, P. ="\. 25256. Collins, G. T. ="\. 370 2 -

Dickson, R. D. =f 370 2 Perrot, R. H. =f 252 2

58., Bayley, J. L. 367 2 115, Hands, J. N. =} 251
59. Mettam, H. S. 361 2 Glennie, G. A. = 251 2

Philpot, P. R. = 251 2
60. Rutherford, R. 360 - 118. Tarnow, A. F. W. 244 -61. Riddell, D. M. R. 359 - 119. Goodhart, G. A. J. 23862. Purnell, A. D. 357 2 -
63. Green, C. 351 2 120. Stowe, D. W. 234 -
64. Newholme, K. 350 - 121. Pickles, A. 231 2
65. Doughty, A. W. ="\. 348 2 122. Chandler, J. T. ="\.229 -

Hunt, M. S, ={ 348 2 Neaves, R. A. =f 2!9 2
67. F1tzroy, K. C. - 347 2 124. Goddard, J. J. 227 -

Jerzycki, E. B. =r 347 ,;! 125. Redman, S. 222 -
69. Minton, P'. 343 2 126. Tweedy, J. ="\.220 2
70. Wills, C. 341 - Everitt, J. C. =f 220 2
71. Shepard, F. W. L. 340 2 128. Kurylowicz, L. 215 2
72. Loveland, A. S. 337 - 129. Somerville, A. 214
73. Neumann, G. S. 3.-34 2 130. Swift, R. B. ="\.213 -
74. Collier, P. 326 2 Baynes, A. H. =f213
7$. Gregg, H. M. 325 132. Greenaway, H. J. 212
76. Cunningham, D. J. =\ 322 2 133. Daniel!, J. G. B. 209 -

Sutcliffe, A. O. =f 322 2 134, Costin, J. =} 204 -
78. Thomas, B. 316 2 Smith, M. = 2()4
79. Corbett, D. J. ="\. 312 - Martin, P'. A. = 204

Sandford, R. A. =f 312 - 137. St:th-Smith, M. P. 201 -
81. Jeffries, J. R. 311 2 138. Grime, P. V. ;} 197 -
82. Corrick, D. W. 310 2 Wailer, R. S. 197 -
83. Coulson, A. 309 - Dodd, S. R. 197 -
84. James, P. W. 308 - 141. SI. Pierre, A.. H. G. 183 -
85. Morison, S. M. 307 2 142. Hiscox, D. G. O. 182 -
86, Pennycuick, C. J. 304 2 143. B1ackmore, J. H. ="\. 180 -
87. Scalton, D. P. 301 2 Meddings, E. J. =f 180 -
88. Kevan, P. D. 299 2 145. MacDonaId, A. 178 -

89. Marshall, R. 29S - 146. Caiger, M. T. 176 -
90. Fisher, G. F. 297 2 141. Goddard, D. G.

~}
175 -

91. Evans, J. A. ="\.294 2 Watson, B. B. C. 175 :2
Stafford AlIen, R. C. =f 294 Z Welch, L. 175 -

93. Wi1lbie, R. T. 292 2 150. Smoker, J. 173 2
94. Harwood, Rika 289 2 151. Torode, J. E. lil -
95. Procter, R. G. 285 1 152. Eldridge, M. E. =1. 170 -
96. McMullin, T, A. ="\.283 Z Smith, E. F. R. =f 170 -

Camp, G. W. =f 283 - 154. Ing)esby, J. T. 169 -
222



League in 211. Morgan, C. 82 -
Order Pilot Rating 1963 212. Whiffen, A. H. ;;;:1. 78 -
155. White, J. K. 168 - Cousins, R. =f 78 -
156. Goddard, J. T. 166 - 214. Verpraet, B. 76
157. Stothard, R. E.

~}
162 - 215. Parkinson, R. M. F. 75 -Welsh, J. H. 162 - 216. Newall, R. W. B. 71 -

Docherty, T. P.. 162 - 217. Head, S. B. =} 70 -160. Chubb, E. B. =1. 160 - Thorburn, A. J. = 70
Martlew, D. L. =f 160 - 219. Ramsden, P. 68 -

162. Berriman, P. E. :1 156 220. O'Riley, K. 66
Lee, G. H. -( 156 - 221. Robinson, 65
Tanner, L. E. N. =J 156 - 222. Alty, D, 'G. =1. 64

165. Russel1, M. C. 154 - Furseman, S. =f 64
166. Gee, M. I. 151 - 224. Shepard, T. W. 61
167. Thompson, A. 150 - 225,. Whittingham-Jones, =1. 59 -
168. Wilson, M. J. C. 148 - Tomlin, S. T' -
169. Barnett, R. =1. 147 227. Eccles, = 58

Barrell, G. =f 147 Thomson, G. H. = 58
171. Hill, 143 229. Wilkinson, N. == 56

In. Brown. K. R. 142 - May; W. =; 56

173. Mead, S. B. 140 - 231. Mitchells, = 55
Col1insplatt, G. = f 55 -

174" Masters, B. 138 - 233. Darbishire, D. H. 53
175. Argent, 1. 137 - 234. Lastowski, B. 52
176. Redshaw, L. 135 - 235. O'Donald, P. 51
177. Prestwich, R. H. 134 - 236. Wass. G. =1.49 -
178. Griffiths, J. P. 132 - Lowe, D. R. =f 49 -
179. Wilkinson, K. G. 130 - 238. Morgan, A. J. 48 -
180. Boyer, C. =1. 126 - 239. Aspinal, M. 46 -

Duthy-James, C. D. =f 126 240. Brooke, D. J. 44
182. Stubhings, d. H. 124 - 241. Williams, P. 40 -
183. AustiIl, D, C.

~}
122 - 242. Parry, D. F. 39 -

Prince, J. T. 122 - 243. Gildea, C.

~}
38 -

Reiley, F. B. 122 - Erskine, A. W. F. 38
186. Trott, R. 117 - Schrnidt, Anira 38
187. Brenner, J. B. =1. 116 - 246. Moseley, K. 37 -

Hilditch, H. P. =f 116 - 247. Boyce, A. C. 36 -
18,9. Neilson, P. J. 112 - 248. Glover, L.

~l
35 -

190. Hellewel1, R. A. 111 - Lu.dgate, R. G. 35
1'91. Evans,. T. W. 106 2 Rae, JoO 35
192- Provins, J. 101 - 251. Matheson, J. 33
193. Crabb, D. J. =1. 100 ~ Cornell. G. A. =f 33 -

Griffiths, R. = f 100 - 253. Cunningham, A. 32 -
195. Adam, J. =1. 99 - 254. Brett, N. E. 30 -

Stevenson, J. N. =f 99 - 255. Somes, S. T. 29, -
197. Feak.es, R. 98 256. Seymour, L. N. C. 27
198. Holding, D.E =} 96 - 257. Sharmiln, B. B. =} 26 -

Reeves, E. E. = 96 Waters, = 26
200. BignaU, K. J. 94 - 259. Wildbur, P. 23 -
201. Lapham, A. J. 91 - 260. Bagnell, M. J. F. =1. 22 -
202. Brett-Knowles, R. 89 - Gunter, B. G. =f 22 -

203. Ismail, A. R. 88 262. leeton, J. 21
204. Wilkin, R. 87 - 263. lones, H. V. 20
205. Roberts, D. W. H. =\ 85 - 264. Reussner, J. C. 19 -

Tilrr, J. =f 85 - Z65. Owen, K. N. 18 -
207. Corbett, T. W. E. =} 84 - 266.. Near' R. 17 -

Harwood. J. E. G. = 84 267. Wal er, 16 -
Ibberson, P. = 84 268. Petrie, A. 15

210. RonGel, G. 83 - 269. Owens, W. 12
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O.S.T.l.V. Standard Class Prize
by ALAN YATES



C.S.T.I.V. Board Meeting

Soaring Instruments

G. E. BURTON,
2-35, PARK AV'., BUSHEY, HERTS.

Compact Electric Varios 17 gns.
Matching Audio Unit 12 gns.

Bendix J8 and Sperry H3 miniature
artificial horizons £25

Transistor Inverters for all horizons £10

***

station in Varese, which, with Italian
co-operation, will be in the charge of
Plinio Rovesti. During the coming sum
mer the results of the work done at last
year's technical course on the evaluation
of two-scaters and training pl'Oblems
will be published as a joint effort by
OSTIV and Flugwissenschafllichen For
schungsanslall. An OSTIV Training De
velopment Panel will also be organised
within the coming year. Finally it was
decided that the future form of arrange
ments for the OSTIV Prize for Standard
Class sailplanes on the occasions of
World Championships should now be
put forward before membe.r Aero Clubs
for consideration and ildvice.

Three O.S.T.I.V. Events
AOSTA WAVE PROIECT

EXPERT soaring pilots, preferably
with wave-flying experience, are

invited to join this project, which runs
from 20th August to 3rd September,
1964, inclusive (arrive 19th Aug.. depart
4th Sept.), and is under the direction
of A. H. Yates and R. ViteIli 'On behalf
of OSTlV.

The Aero Club of Aosta will make
available four sailplanes (two two-seaters
and two single-seaters), fully equipped
with oxygen and radiQ, and it is hoped
that some participants may be able to
bring other fully equipped sailplanes, as
the number of participants who can be
accepted will depend on the total num
ber of sailplanes available. Launching
will be by aero-t·ow.

Cost.-oSTIV registration fee, S40.
Towing, ISO lire per minute. Use of
Aosta club sailplanes, 1,500 lite per
hour. Simple sleeping accommodation is
free, and meals are available at 1,200
lire per day (£I=approlC. 1,700 lire at
present). So the total cost should be
about $150-$180, depending on amount
of flying.

STAND4.RD CLASS SAILPLANE
. INVESTIGATION COURSE

The object of this course is to com
pare performances and handling charac
teristics of a variety of Standard Class

***

THE OsTIV Board (Organisation Scien
tifique et Technique Internationale

du Vol a Voile) met ftom 25th to 27th
February, 1964, under the chairmanship
of L. A. de Lange (Holland) in Zurich.
It was decided to have the tenth Osnv
Congress from 5th to 13th June, 1965,
on the occasion of the World Sailplane
Competitions in South Cerney, England.
The scientific evaluation of barographic
ally-recorded flight results from the
Junin 1963 World Competitions will be
progressed further.

There is to be a permanent weather

rigging defect lost it the .award".
Whether construction is tricky is surely
a matter of opinion on which the expert
designers of the Osnv jury have as much
right to theirs as their critics. It seems
equally pointless to complain because
the designer had submitted a poor
specimen of his production line for
assessment (it is rather like complaining
about the result of a race because your
horse ran badly). Quite apart from these
criticisms, the Ka-6 was not entered in
either 1960 or 1.963 and you cannot
award a prize to a sailplane which is
not entered.

The next OSTlV prize will be awarded
at South Cerney in 1965, and when the
regulations are announced OSTlV will
make it clear that previous winners may
re-enter for the 1965 prize. It may well
be that the Ka-6 will again be declared
the winner, but it is unlikely that an
OSTlV jury will ever be able to please
everybody.
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Poland

Country
Sweden
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
S. Africa
S. Africa

Three Diamonds

The programme is intended to cover:
theoretical and practical introduction to
the technicar testing of sailplanes; test
ing the flying characteristics; comparing
the flight pertormance; and discussing
the results and possibilities for improve
ments. With a view to developing an
OSTIV Mini-Standard Class, sailplanes
of 12 to 13 m. span will be available
for special attention. The organization
will be handled b)' the Braunschweig
Academic Flying Group with the techni
cal and scientific collaboration of Dipl.
log. Hans Zacher. Member of the
Board of OSTlV, who has carried out
earlier comparative flight tests in
Braunschweig.

PREVIOUS lists of pilots who have
been awarded aB three Diamonds

(for 500 km. distance, 300 km. goal
flight and 5,000 m. height gain) 'Yere
published in the following issues:

February, 1958, p. 19," Nos. 1 to 80.
February, 1960, p. 36, Nos. 81 to 107.
April, 1960, p. 105, Nos. 108 to 139.
October, 1961, p. 310, Nos. 140 to

164.
August, 1963, p. 283-5, Nos. 165 to

3:05.
In the latest list, given below, Sweden

(:306 and 334), India (321) and Rumania
(343) are represented for the first time.

No. Name
306 Bengt Soderholm
307 Eugeniusz Fuchs
308 Miroslaw BeTDer
309 Stanislaw Sojka
310 Henryk Muszczynski
311 Zygmunt .Znaniecki
312 Robert R. Clifford
3r3 Heinrich van

Michaelis
314 Kazirnierz

Gorl;kiewicz
315 Wieslaw Zarycki Poland
316 Leonardo Brigliadori Italy
317 Marijnus Backe Belgium
318 Carlin Brinkman United States
319 Harald Tandefelt Finland
320 Jack Arkovich United States
321 I. S. Loughran India
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COMPARATIVE FLIGIIT TESTS
As in former years, comparative flight

tests on sailplanes will again take place
from 10th to 19th August, 1964, at
Braunschweig Airport, using sailplanes
belonging to the Academic Flying
Group. This time the tests take place
under the auspices of Osnv because,
for the first time, foreign scientific
groups will take part.

sailplanes. It will be held at Aeroporto
"Paolo Con-tri", CaIcinate del Pesce,
near Varese, Italy, under the direction
of Dipl.-Ing. H. Zacher and P. Rovesti,
from 6th to 18th September, 1964, in
clusive (arrive 5th September, depart
19th Se1?tember).

Expenenced pilots are invited to this
course. For those without test-flying
experience, lectures and practical in
struction will be arranged. If there are
enough participants, separate courses
will be organized for qualified ten
pilots and for pilots without test-flying
experience.

A variety of Standard Class types and
some two-seaters for instruction in in
vestigation will be available_ Launching
is by a.ero-tow.

The total fee for the course, with
accommodation and board, is $180, in
cluding all flying but not personal in
surance. Of this amount $50 must be
pa,id before 15th May aJld the rest on
arrival. The $50tegistration fee is not
returnable if the application is accepted.

Applications for ·either course, together
with registration fee, must be sent
before 15th May, 1964, to: O.S.T.l.V.,
N.L.M. Atoomgebouw, Schiphol Air
port, nr. Amsterdam, Netherlands. The
fee is not returnable if the application is
accepted.

Intendjlig partIcIpants must under
stand and speak English, French or Ger
man, and are asked to send name and
address, age,. flying experience (gliding
andI or power), photo-copies of gliding
licence and up-to-date medical certificate
of physical fitness, and, in 'the case of
Aosta, to say whether they are bringing
a sailplane.

Those accepted will be notified and
sent further information during June.
Those not accepted will be notified, and
the registratio·n fee returned, bdQ!'ll 15th
June.



322 Ross Grady Canada 347 Franciszek PolaDd
323 Kai Gertsen United States Olejniczak
324 Benjamin Green United States 348 Michal Siekierzynslti Poland
325 Karl Pummer W.Germany 349 Zbigniew Sienkiewicz Poland
316 Alfred Rohm W. Germany 350 Jan Szade Poland
327 Ouo Schaffner W. Germany 351 Wilhelm Scheucher Austria
328 Karl WeihenmiiIler W. Gennany 352 David Webb Canada
329 Hans-Joachim Rode! W.Germany 353 Henri Givord France
330 Helmet Broch W.Gennany 354 Marcel Georges France
331 Georg ImhotI W. Germany
332 George Arents United States Totals for each country are:-
333 Wylie MuIlen United States Poland 104
334 OIle Berg Sweden France 93
335 Jerry Robertson United States W. Germany 49
336 Erich Vergens W. Germany United States 29
337 Rolf Hatlapa W. Germany Czechoslovakia 12
338 Waiter Schneider W. Germany E. 'Germany 9
339 Friedhelm Portmann W. Germany Great Britain and Austria (each) 8
340 Bernd Nolte E. Germany Switzerland and Yugoslavia (each) 6
341 Manfred Warstadt E. Gennany South Africa 5
342 Othmar Fahrafellner Austria Belgium and Holland (each) 4
343 Mircea Finescu Rumania Canada and New Zealand (each) 3
344 J. D. S. Cooper New Zealand Argentina, Finland, Italy and
345 Przemyslaw Poland Sweden (each) 2

Bronikowski Hungary, India and Rumania
346 Jan Kleka Poland (each)

PZL
FLYING INSTRUMENTS

now from stock in the U.K.
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Total Energy Variometers - A.S.I-Turn and Bank Indicators
Horizons - Clinometers - Compasses, etc.

NOReo ENGINEERING LIMITED,
Burrell Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex

TeJephone:-Hoywards Heath 2740 Telex:-87189

Sole Concessionaires for MOTOIMPORJ
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The H-301 ''Libelle''
by EUGEN HANLE

THE all-glass-fibre sailplane Libelle
(Type H-301, derived from the H·30

GFK described in SAILPLANE AND GLID
ING for February, p. 23) is being test
flown at the Kirchheirn-Teck site. This
type has a span of 15 metres and aspect
ratio of 23.8, with the same wing-sec
tion as before. It weighs 170 kg. in flying
condition (375 lb.) and maximum permit
ted all-up weight is 300 kg. (661 lb.). As
soon as the test flights are over, it will
go into series production. when the
empty weight will be reduced to 155 kg.
(342 lb.), made up of 47 kg. for each
wing, 57 kg. fuselage and 4 kg. hori
zontal tail surfaces. At present it will
have flap3 and a retractable wheel, bu;'
later it will conform to the Standard
Class. Already there is a 10l'lg waiting
list for it.

Further particulars are:- The outer
surface of the wings are of fibreglass
reinforced plastic, 0.5 mm. thick. There
is a compartment for water ballast. The
ailerons are connected differentially with
the flaps. All control surfaces are mass
balanced.

The fuselage is of fibreglass mODO
cocque construction without balsawood.
The seat has an adjustable back and
knee cushion, and the pedals are adjust
able over a range of 7.1 inches; all three
adjustments can be made in flight. Space

is provided for radio and oxygen. A
wheel brake is fitted.

Maximum permitted speed is
155 m.p.h.; in rough air, 99; aero-tow,
93; winch launch, 75. The makers claim
a best gliding angle of 1 in 40 at
53 m.p.h. and the minimum sink of
1 ft. 8 in. per second at 45 m.p.h. Wing
loading, 5.12 Ib./sq. ft.; maximum,
5.9 Ib./sq. ft. Ultimate load factor, 9.5.

..
GLASFLUGEL Hiitter 301

. , . can we make you an offer?
Glasflu5lel. 73011 Schlottston. West Germany.
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A Plaque
for Kitty Hawk

Capt. Ralph Barnaby.
the American gliding
pioneer. who is also a
sculptor in his spare
time. is here seen with
his plaque 01 Wilbur and
Orville Wright. which
was presented by the
Soaring Society 0 I
America to the Kitty
Hawk First Flight Me
morial Park. where it
was unrvei/ed on the 60th
anniversary 0 I the
world's first aeroplane

{fight.

6 Brand New

GLIDER LAUNCHING
WINCHES --'smowELl -.

driven by a Ford V.S. Petrol engine - ~LPLAN£S "-
Price £2:iO each

R.L BAKER' Speedwell Works. Bosden Hall Farm,

Pitsea Wharf. Marsh RDod. Pitsea. Hazel Grove. Cheshire

Essex Telophone' Stepping Hin 57~2

Telephone, VANGE 2691

club. I believe he also flew gliders at
Cranfield, and had much experience of
gliding in Germany. His service with the
R.A.F. included flying in every available
type of aircraft, from Tiger Moths to
Sunderlands, and instructing pupil aero
plane pilots.

Gliding in Ulster has lost a great friend
to whom it could always turn for counsel
and help' at all times. The successful mer
ger beJween the Ulster and Shorts Glid
ing Clubs has been much helped by his
fine understanding, his great charm, and
his ever-present friendliness.

C. A. BECK.

Obituary
DAVlD E. COOKE

THE Ulster and Shorts Gliding Club
has suffered grievous loss in the tragic

death of David Cooke, who was C.F.I.
He was flying from Newtownards in a
Turbulent light aeroplane because unsuit
able wind conditions precluded gliding at
Long Kesh, where only one runway is
available.
. David, a Silver C pilot, came to reside
In Northern Ireland in 1960. Previously
he was a member of the London Gliding
Club, and C.F.l. to an R.A.F. gliding
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CORRES·PON DENCE

WHAT LEONARDO DA VINCI SAID
Dear Sir,

Poor Leonardo seems to have given a fair description of dynamic soaring in a
wind gradient (SAlLPLANE AND GLIDING, February, p. 11).

Ho,w about this for an Atlantic crossing?

The major ploblem is: which way does the pilot face?
Physics Dept" Brookhaven National Laboratory, N.Y. J. L. LLOYD

A LETTER OF THANKS
Sir,

Having recently very gratefully accepted the technical help of Lt.-Commander
Brett-Knowles, one of the many enthusiastic officers of the B.G,A., a train of thought
developed which initiated this letter.

Each year we read the reports of the various Committees in the end-of-year
booklet and take most of it for granted; but I, for one, would now like to make my
thanks public. We are indeed lucky to have such an active body of experts both
inside, and radiating from, Artillery Mansions, and in consequence each Club owes
them a debt of co-operation and responsive enthusiasm.

Clubs can repay this debt, with profit to themselves as well" by inculcating trus
outlook into all members and by ensuring more self-discipline both on the flying
field and in the Committee rooms. I am sure that tbis would be adequate reward
for our central administration and serve to remind everyone that we appreciate
our relative freedom from restrictive rules and unnecessary licences. Now that many
younger pilots and Club officers are taking responsible positions within their own
Clubs, it is to them that we look to protect the administration along the lines th.at
have allowed us to preserve the freedom of our sport, and to work with this central
body in every possible way.
Cornish Gliding Club. GEORGE COLLINS

IN PRAISE OF COLD FRONTS
Dea-r Sit,

The account in the February issue of SAILPLANE ANt> GLIDING of Paul Bikle's
record flight of 556.9 miles at an average speed of 82,5 m.p.h., flown for the most
part along the van of a thunderstorm front, reopens in a startling manner thoughts
about the soaring potential of the Cold Front in our own country. I have not heard
any further details of this fligbt but presume that Bikle was able to fly, pied a terre
and possibly without the need to circle, in a wave of air being heaved up by the
advancing wedge of cold air. .

Predicted Cold Fronts have been crossing the British Isles in hundreds smce
Mung6 Buxton made his hist()ric flight along one of them in the mid-thirties in
his Scud 1I. but I cannot recall one single instance since, when a specifically planned
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Cold Front flight has been made in this c·ountry. Admittedly this phenomenon bas
been encountered and utilized fortuitously in the course of several cross-country
flights-but not always knowingly-in subsequent years.. The fearsome sight of the
approaching wall ·of black cloud has usually been the signal for recall of those
airborne and f,or the firm closing of haJlgar doors-if, indeed, the lull in wind up
tbe hillside and the disappearance of any thermals there may have been hitherto,
which usually seems to precede the storm, has not already precipi,tated forced landings.

The advent of the aero-tow removed the possibmty of th~s latter hazard aitd
conferred upon us a width of choice as to where best to join the frontal lift.

Now most Cold Fronts cross our country from west ~o east, so that by selecting
one having a good north to south speed component along the N.N.W.-S.S.E. axis
of the country, it appears that it should be possible to fly very fast from the North
of Scotland to the South of England with a fair degr.ee of predictable reliability on
many occasions. Awaiting the arrival of the next Cold Front having a northward
moving component. to it, our exultant new record-holder would then fly back to
Scotland. Need I add that the ground speed along track on flights of this nature
would equal the sum of the speed component along trac~ of tne Front and of the
glider along it, and that, in tnl: powerful continuous upcurrents normally associated
with Cold Fronts, would frequently be very high.

I do appreciate that it isn't as easy as all that·; there are Fronts and FroJ;1ts,
and one has to select one with a good pre-frontal clearance of cloud and must make
allowances for it getting snagged !lnd held up by mountains in its path. And then,
of course, it must be a welh:leveloped SpeCimen. This is where our meteorologists
could help US, and it would be enlightening and profitable for us to have a com
prehensive lesson from them on the relevant features of our Cdld Fronts in the'
cOntext of planned flights Of this nature.

It do<;s appear that a Cold Front Camp would be more likely to succeed than
a Wave Camp, and it would give one great pleasure to See Buxton's enterprising
effort repeated here in modern conditions. Where are all the Front Flights gone?
Hereford. PAT MOORE.

[Air Cmdre. MooTe, and anyone else interested, will find a full account of P'auJ
BikJe's flight in the September 1963 issue of Soaring.-Eo.]

Collision Risk Calculations An Appreciation

THE following letter has been received
by the Chairman of the British

Gliding Association from Mr. R. E.
Hardinghain, F.R.AeS., Secretary and
Chief Executive of the Air Registration
Board:-

"I was very interested to read in
the February issue of SAILPl.ANE AN))
GUDlNG the article on "Collision
Risks and Gliders" by H. C. N.
Goodhart, although this, of course, is
not strictly in my line.

"I found the figures for current
accident rates in commercial aircraft
broadly correct and J ·thought the
'allowable' collision risk of 1 x 10-8

not unreasonable. I do not know
enough to say whether the ,calc:ulated
collision risk of 8.5 x 10-9 if gliders
were not controlled is right, but as
there are so few gliders I am sure it
is correct.

"Perhaps other considerations (eg.
pilots complaining about near misses)
if gliders were not controlled are
more significant than .actual risks?
"I note the figure of 4,248 hours is
given for all cross-country gliders in
1962. This is roughly the 'same as
only one well-used cQmmercial aero
plane, so it is not surprising that the
collision risk is very small."

Tbat Entry List.-"Hardly worth winning the Nationals this year with all
these people out of it."-Heard in the Kronfeld Club Bar U,,-om Club Newsletter).
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AdY~rlisemenlS, liIJilh remillahCe. s/wuld be senl 10 Cherion Press Lld., 3 Cork SI., London. W.!.
(Regent 05301). Rate 1/- a word. Minimum 105/-. Box numbers 4/- ""Ira. Replies to Box numbers

should IH sent 10 Ihe same addres~.

PUBUCATlONS

"AUSTRALIAN .GLIDINC"-monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor, Gary Sunderland. Sub
scription 30 shillings Australian, 24
s~iIIings Sterling or 4.25 dollars U.S. and
Canada. Write for free sample copy,
"Australian Gliding". Box 1650M.
G.P.O.. Adelaide;;.~=..---=;;-;~-=-_
"MODEL AUiCRAFT'-Qfficial Jour
nal of the Society of Model Aero
nautical Engineers. Features. contest
winning model designs, constructional
articles. photographs and reports of
international and national contests. 1/6
monthly from any newsagent. Send for
specimen copy free from "Model Air
craft", 19·20 Noel Street, London, W.l.
PUTYOlirself in-the- Picture.-BuYAIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures, and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft of historic interest
also modern lig'ht aircraft and sailplanes.
military aviation news. spotters' note
book•. etc. Price 1/6 from your news
agent. For free specimen copy send 6d.
in stam,ps to Dept. S.G. Magazines and
Publications Ltd.. 2 Breams Buildings,
London. E.C.4.
SLOPE-SOAR;:;IN=G;--wt7't"h-a-r-a""'di""o-,-co-n-'tr-o""'l
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a tYpical phase of aeromodelling.
Read about this and other aeromodelling
subjects in A eromodeller. the world's
leading model magazine. published
monthly, price 2/-. Mod~l Aeronautical
Puss Ltd.. 38 C1arendon Road, Watford,
Herts.
i'SOAR'""I""'N:C:G=-='':"''---::O"'ffi=-:ci~a1=-o-r-ga-n-o-:f;--t'--he
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Alex Dawydoff. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, U.S.A.
Sub.scription, $500 outside U.S.A.; apply
to your Post Office for a form.

FOR SALE

PARACHUTES. Seat or back type. com
plete with pack. harness and quick·
release mechani~m. £10 plus 5/- carr.
Ex-R.A.F. surplus, sent on approval
against remittance. THOS. FOULKES
(SG). Lan~d('\wne Rn~d, London, E.t1,
reI. LEYtonstone S0S4.

FOR SALE (contcl.)

FLYlNG SUITS R.A.F. Grey, all sizes,
45 h postage extra. money back
guarantee. V. G. Aircraft Ltd_, Tring
Road, Dunstable. Beds.

OLYMPIA 2 Series IT Blue/Silver avail
able with curret C. of A.. 4 years old,
23 hours flying time. Full set of instru
ments. Parachute and b.arograph with
smart trailer. £925. Y. G. Aircraft Ltd.,
Tring_Road, Dunstable, Beds.
OTTLEY horizon and pump. £20.
British Oxygen demand system. Com
plete. £20. Cosim. variometer and flask.
£2 10s. Od. Inclinometer. £1. All recently
used in high-performance sailplane and
in perfect condition. Box No. 171.
OXYGEN SET, Scott portable; com
plete. £30. Wilson, Mill House, West
~~~rmoorside, Yorks.
WEIHE Sailplane - built by desi&ner.
Hans Jacobs. Fitted with A.S.!., Alti
meter, Turn & Slip Indicator, Variometer
and Compass. Complete with excellent
trailer. Offered with 12 months C. of
A. at £700. Box No. 170.
OLYMPIA n. One of the best of its
class. Current C. of A. Double skinned
cockpit and other refinements. Owned
by approved inspector. Basic instruments.
Complete with sturdy trailer, hydraulic
brakes, independent suspension. etc.
£795 O.D.O. Box No. 172.
WEIHE, trailer, instruments and oxygen.
Recent 10 year test, B.G.A. C. of A.
current for 10 months. Completely re
covered and finished. Inspection reports
and photographs available. £600. R. C.
Henshaw, 29 Baroshot Road, Colinton,
Edinburgh.
OLYMPI:::A::-~2-,-e-.x-c-e"'lI'-e-n"-t-c-o-n-d"'i70ti'-o-D-.-l""'o-w
hours. current C. of A., basic instru
ments. £590. Trailer available. Box 168.

RESTAUR.O<NTS IN LASHAM

THE Wellington Arms Hotel, Stratfield
Turgis, near Basingstoke. ExceIlent food
and wine served in delightful surro~nd
ings. Situated on A.33 between Baslng
stoke and Reading. Free House. Table
reservations - Turgis Green 214.
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PERSONAl
~P-=RI-=-V""AC-:T=E=_""P=l::-;;L'"""'OT, returning U.K.., will
ing to act as Tug Pilot during AugUst/
September. Offers? B. G. He",t, P.O.
Box 813, Nairobi.
VACANCIES'~in"::"::":'t;-he---;K~.7;-sy-n-d""ica-te-----;be--
ing formed at Dunstable. Phone
Erskine, Gladstone 9251 after 9.30 p.m.

SlTU~TlONS YAC~T

-'LO=·C-:N:-::o'""o07!'l-=-::;dLImr'iG-CLllB'-st-:-:il"-l-se-e-'k-s
Manager/C.F.I. Applicants sought with
administrative and leadership capabilities.
Glidin~ qualifications below C.F.l. stand
ard might be acceptable, if management
ability good. Apply: Chainnan, London
Gliding Club, Dunstable, Beds.

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.
requires an Dffice Manager to take
charge of the Accounts, and other
associated departments of the finn.
The man we select will be between
28 and 45 and will previously have
had management responsibility in
a medium size office. He will also
have eXp'crience of some, but not
necessanly all. of the follo·wing

fields :-
Cost Analysis of Complex Short

Run Production.
Overhead Analysis

Preparation of Management
Accounts.

Preparation of Annual Accounts.
Budgeting.

Buying and Stock Control.
Incelltive Schemes.

Shipping and E",port Procedures.
Contractu31 Procedures.

Company Secretarial Work.
The Gliding Movement.

The starting salary will be appro
priate to the experience and quali
fications of the selected candidate.
It will not be less than £1,000 p.a.
The position requires initiative and
enthusiasm, and holds e"'cellent
prospects of rapid advancement to
- top levels within the firm.
Write fully to:- Managing Direc-

tor, Sliogsby Sailplanes Ltd.,
Kirbymoorside. York.

ACCOMMODATION NEAR LASHAM

BED AND BREAKFASf. Very moder
ate terms. 5 mins. Lasham Village. Mrs.
Missing, 3 Parsonage Couages. Station
Road, Bentworth.

WANTED

WANTED Eagle. with or without:
Modifications, Trailer. Instruments. Write
to: N. Richardson, 13 Parbury Rise.
Chessington, .surrey.

COURSES

DEVON AND SOMERSET Gliding
Club. Special two-week ··Cert. B"
courses, also "Task Weeks" for Ccrt.
"C" holders and upwards. Holiday
courses for alL Thermal, Ridge and
Wave soaring. 9-13gn5. Hotel accom
modation extra. Buokhouse, caravan and
camp site available. Apply: Course Sec.•
"Sunnybank"• Pencross. Hem.yock, CuI
lompton, Devon.

rh.

AIR TOURING SHOP
at

EIstree Aerodrome
Th. F1rst eo.pI.t. A... iIJ.ion StOle for Glider, P'ivat.,

U.cUlive Pilols and ParachulislJ

AIR TOURING FLIGHT GU;OES
NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
MAPS, CHARTS & GLOBtS

AERAO flIGHT GU.DES
SAFElY EQUIPMENT
RADIO EQUIPMENT
FLYING CLOTHING

PARACHUTES
JEPPESEN

SHORROCK Radio•• lS.l•• & Sonic. Di.lribuIOf.)
Di.lribulo.. Ior AIRTOUl Producb (U.K.)

A.P.R. Plodaet. (U.S.A.)

PI.an ..isil US or writ. for catalO9Wl
NO LANDING FEE CHARGm TO PilOTS VISfTlNG TlIf

AIR 'TOURING SHOP
Allt TOURING AND GlHERAl. AVIATION

SERVICE llMItfD
ElSTRE! AEROD1tOME, HUTS.

!llm.4870

It will. of "ou"e. be .,;'demood that the British Gliding A.llociotion cannot accept responsibility
far the cltJims made by ad••rtisers in "Sailplan. anti ·Glidlng".
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CLUB NEWS

YVONNE BONHAM, Club News Editor.

some of the less el\perienced pilots will
be able to join 'n the fun with Olympia,
Swallow and syndicate pilots.

I. E. K.

DEVON AND SOMERSET

OUR record for 1963 shows we
achieved 6,419 launches, not quite

equalling 1962, but our competition
cross-country mileage totalled a very
creditable 3,841 miles.

With the rapid expansion of our club
and increasing membership we have
engaged Fred Breeze from Perrarrporth
as full time Course Instructor and
Ground Engineer, so we will be really
self-contained now.

As all our launches are by a new
winch we have employed John Dalton
full time to drive this splendid machine,
his wife will now organise our catering,
so easing the work of the "few". A
vote of thanks to Mary Fielden, who
has fed thermal hungry pilots for some
time past with great gusto.

Our A.G.M. was held recently and
very well attended, important topics such
as purchase of our airfield were dis
cussed. We look forward to the delivery
of a new T-49 Capstan, which will
greatly assist more advanced instruction.
Our Tiger continues to be very bUSy
with aero-tows and with the advent of
the T-49 will be quite an asset.

N. P. H.

O N pa~e 243 is an interesting idea for a holiday i~ ~reland. In .the April issue we
publish~~ a report from the West Wales GlidIng Club mferring that the

Swansea GlidIng Club had closed down. I have now heard that the club is far from
closed and that they anticipate being airborne this summer. - Sorry Swansea.

Copy for inclusion in the August issue should reach me at 14 Li,ttle Brownings,
London., S.E.23, not later than 10th June.
25th March.

CORNISH

DURING January and February some
- members were complaining that

they had more thermal minutes in their
log books than cliff soaring time with
the T-21 being wound up to 3,000 ft. on
occasion - most unseasonable.

The easterly winds finally gave way
to westerlies 00 15th March. and while
those living in harsher climates were
reported to be suffering from snow and
floods, five of our members, the Rev.
Brian Measures, ArthuT Webb, Peter
Quilter, loe Ratcliffe and Frank Brown
flew their Cs.

It was one of those delightful days
when the hangar was empty and the
entire fleet was airborne, logging more
than thirty bours before dusk spoilt it.

After a year io which the club con
tinued to progress and expand Pip Phil
lips has resigned as acting C.F.I. and
TODy Lapbam has beeD appointed
C.F.I. Tony's appointment marks the
club's coming of age as he is a home
grown product, Who started his flying
ab-initio with the club soon after its
formation. His enthusiasm is enormous
and rubs off on all who come into con
tact with him.

We are arranlPng some expeditions
for the forthcomIng season and camps
will be held at Davidstow Moor at
Easter and Whitsun. As we now have
a trailer for the T-21 it is hoped that
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EAST MIDLANDS
(Leicester)

THE season started with a bang this
year. OD 7th March Chris SimpsoD

took the Skylark 4 about 206 miles to
Cornwall to gain Gold C distance. He
landed only 14 miles short from his pre
declared goal, which would have given
him a Diamond as well. From Brist'ol
onwards the flight was made entirely in
blue thermals. This surely must be one
of the earli~t Gold Distance flights on
record.

On the same day th~ Grunau Baby
went 40. miles with Ivan Vesty, and
Bernard Fitchett took the Swallow the
same distance to achieve Silver Distance.

The club Olympia and Capstan both
landed out inadvertently. Unfortunately
we haven't a mobile trailer for the Cap
stan and it'vas quite a sight to see the
fuselage being wheeled about 2 miles
along the main road back to the aero
drome.

CongratuJations to Quentin Worley on
achieving his C. He made sure there

7Ie Dart trailer:-

was no doubt by staying up for 50
minutes.

Our thanks to Fred and Bernard
Fitchett for refettling the Olympia traiJer
and the whole outfit is now ready for
the summer. J. R. F.

LONDON

D URING March our depleted staff
waS reinforced with Howard Brunt.

who came to instruct for a few weeks
before taking up a similar task at the
Luton Flying Club. Mike Till continues,
as resident instructor, but since there is
no fuU-time manager at present (though
we have John Barrow as honorary man
ager) Mike is often confined to the
office. However, Jim Wingett, who
returned to us from Perranporth at
Easter, will be instructing throughout
the course season.

Our first cross-country of the year
was achieved on Saturday, 7th March
by Gordon Camp in the club's Skylark
3; he was attempting to reach Lasham
.and claim the "Collectors Plate" trophy,

This trailer has bHn especially developed for the T.51 "Dart". It is light (650 lbs. empty weight);
strong and stable. Rubery Owen 10 cwl capacity torsion bar suspension is used. The drawbar pivots
for unloading operations. btteriot grade AX.l00 ply is used in the construction.
The wings and fuselage are rail stowed, and all loading operations are conducted entirely Irom
outsid'e the Irailer.
Price in U.K. ex-works. complete with spare wheel, and ail fittings and trolleys lor T.51.-£250
Or. unpainted, and without lights or wiring, but olherwise as above,-£215
Trailers are still available lor 1.'19: T.21. and Skylark 4. Details on appli'cation,

Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd. Kirbymoorside, York
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Sailplane and glider pilots wishing to con·
vert to powered 3!rcraft are welcome at

AIR SCHOOLS
FLYING CENTRES
ELSTREE AERODROME,

HERTS.
EloI•.., 3141

DERBY AIRPOR"T, DERBY
EtwaD 521 ext. 43

DENHAM AERODROME,
BUC.KS

D.aba. 2161
The organisation with 26 years
exper~nct' of trarn'ng nearly

16.000 pilots!

other will be shared (or fought over)
by Messrs. O'Donald, Randle, Swift and
Mansell.

It is hoped that Club aircraft will be
seen at more competitions this year. At
the t~me of writing entries are planned
for Nympsfield, Rearsby and Dunkes
well.

Our Treasurer., WiIbur Wrigbt, is to
be married on the 30th May and we
take this opportunity of wishing him
and Jennifer every haPl'iness for the'
futUre. K. R. M.

NEWCASTLE

MIDLAND

but having delayed his dep<l1ture until
2.30, covered only 38 miles of the
journey. The retrieve tock 7.7 hours and
is another story, but while a party of
'amateur mechanics equipped with pro
fessional apparatus like John Argent and
oxy-acetylene torches were returning the
following day to repair the abandoned
trailer, John Cardiff was making for
Lasham in his Standard Austria, and
af.ter a noble cr<Jss-wind struggle round
the Control Zone reached the "(br)
other place" in time for lunch.

After a prolonged rest in the rafters.
John Jeffries' vintage Scud 2 is flying
·once again, and we are hoping for more
.feats by John similar to his 132-mile
flight in a Cadet four y~rs ago.

We wish all pilots luck in the
Natibnals, though especially Dunstable
pilots. We also wish Geoff Kerr luck;
he's getting married soon. G, C.

THE relatively mild winter has given
usa much better start to the year

than we had in 1963, even though almost
continuous easterly winds in la1e Fe:bru
ary and early March brought more than
our usual quota of low cloud. However,
much of the bad weather coincided with
the grounding of the T·31 and the Tutor
for spar modifications, thus minimising
our losses in this respect. •

The Annual General Me~ting was held
in February and pur treasurer, Adam
Dodds, used slides to show where the
money went in 1963. The alarmingly
high cost to the club or each launch,
and the way in which small 'economies
and money making schemes could easily
have reouced this figure were weU
demonstrated. The A.G.M. produced 1'10
change in the officers of the club for
the coming year~

In addition to the members' courses
already arranged, it is hoped, if there
is su!liciei'!t demand, to fly on Wedne~day

O UR Trogs Party, deferred from last evemngs ID the summer months prInCl
November, was held on the 21st pally for ab-initio members. Several

March and was heartily .enjoyed bY;111 members will be t<,Jking part in a Cap
except perhaps for Peter Clay, who was 'stan course at Portmo,ak, and we hOl?e
crowned as King Trog. that this will result in an increase 10

On the following day we held our the number -of categorised instructors.
Annual General Meeting. The accounts It is unfortunate that the Capstan will
showed a most satisfactory financial not be visiting our site th,is year, but
result which we hope will set a pattern after last year's complete fiasco we
for the future. The officials of the club can't really blame John Everitt for not
were re-elected and the vacancy on the wanting to sample more .of the "Carlton
committee was filled by Bob Swift. Clamp".

A new Sj(ylark 4 has been acquired Another group of members are plan·
by Messrs. Prestwich, Wins, Corbett and ning an expedition to the Long Mynd
Briscoe. Two syndicates on the Mynd in August, and wm be taking the recently
expect early delivery of the new Dart. refurbished Kite I with them.
The first one to arrive .should be that The end of the long winter evenings
·of Messrs. Green and Benson and the was celebrated bya film show and
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OXFORD

have made many flights, by the time these
words appear. At the last' committee
meeting a special vote of thanks to Dav.
Wilson, Tom RuffelI and Harry Ander
son was unanimously carried. They
have also done much to get the Cadet
ready. The Club have recently acquiJ:ed
a Tutor and we hope to have this flying
in the ,not too distant future.

Meanwhile, others, under the lead of
the tWQ Alans (Cawthorn and Brown),
have been very busy on the tractor,
petrol winch and the two-drum diesel
winch; the latter is nearly ready for
commissioning.

Those who are off to the Long Mynd
next month are busy making their
preparations and hoping for good soar
mg conditions, while the syndicate
formed last August have been deep in
negotiations and with a little bit of luck
we should soon be able to report their
aircraft flying at Hedley.

At the end of February over forty
members and friends spent an enjoyable
evening in Wickharn watching gliding
films, drinking, eating and chatting.

D. R. B. W.

NORTHUMBRIA

n- ESPITE a winter less severe: than in,'
1963 a number of factors, only

some of :.vhich were beyond Our control,
have ,combined to keep the dub almost
!!rounded for the first three months of
the year.

We flew on only 5 of 24 available
days and the T-2IB made o'nly one flight
before its protracted C. of A.

The' Capstan paid us a chilly visit to
provide category tests for Fred Rawlings
and an opportunity for 10hn Everitt to
evaluate some of our instructional team
and whilst they shared the Coach's en
thusiasm for his aircraft, we do not envy
his recurring task of extracting and in
serting the aircraft into its trailer..

It could be that the aircraft was

T-HE recent grounding of Tutors ,and naturally reluctant to emerge into the
T -31's has been a great disappoint- Oxford snow after its warm rdirement

ment, taming as it did just as we were at Ki.rbymoorside or it may just have
rejoicing ,at the mild winter and. even been frozen finger fumble, but we found
signs of convective conditions. This the job more difficult th~n.when .we met
virtually stopped Club flying, although it 18' months ago and It IS a pity that
the syndicate Swallow and Kite have the value of Coach or Capstan should
kept going strong. However, thanks to be reduced by what should be simple
the very hard work of several members ground work.
under trying conditions the T-31 should The greatest activity has been shown
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THE A.G.M. of the club was held at
Podington on ~1st March and a new

committee was elected. Gordon Grant
remains chairman, E. Underwood relin
quishes the position of general secretary
but remains on the committee, and his
place is taken by Dennis Jones. Other
members of the committee are - P.
Bisgood, C.F.I-; F. RoweU, Treasurer;
J. France, Social Secretary; R. N. W.
Kay, Membership Secretary and P.R.O.;
J. Swain, Flying Secretary; D. Wilcox,
GHlUnd Engineer; and M, Miller.

Tire main topic of discussion at the
A.a.M. was the possibility of our stay
ing at Podington. Unfortunately eur
worst fears have materialised and it
now appears that we will be unable to
get a lease. The College of Aeronautics
at Cranfield have, however, agreed,
thanks to the efforts by the C.F.I., to let
us share their airfield and this alterna
tive is now being explored.

The club annual dance, organised by
E. Clarke and D. Woodford, was held
on 14th February and was a great
success.

There were practically no flying days
in February and March:, which was 'very
fortunate, as it had been decided to
completely overhaul the winch. This
work has now been completed.

The club is transferring its activities
over the Easter holiday to Edgehill,
Where it is hoped some hill soaring will
be possible. R. N. W. K.

buffet supper in the local village hall.
Some interesting and amusing sequences
of members' own films were shown in
addition to some very good professional
film. The clicking of camera shutters is
becoming quite deafening at Carlton!

B. W. B.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE



SOUTH WALES

O UR long lapse from these pages
does not mean we have been idle.

Flying-wise the weather hasn't been help
ful but work on aircraft and trailers
has proceeded apace. The C. of A. on
the T·31 was completed without losing
one flying da)'. The wing mod. we hope
to finish by Ea'Ster, again without los
ing flyable days.

When it was possible to fly, we man
aged to chalk up two "firsts" for the
club. The Bung,ey was used successfully
in November by J. Hughes, D. Roberts
and J. Shattock, heights of 1,500 feet
being attained. The other first was a
er.ass-country flight to Bridgend by Ivor
in "Kiwi". which is the SwaIlow addi
tion to the fleet - we now have four

T~ early months of this year proved
htde better, from a flying point of

view, than the previous year, with low
cloud, rain or strong winds or all three.
North-easters have been rare this year
but the week-end of the 7th March
proved exceptionally good, with a strong
north-east wind and equally strong first
thermals of the year. The wind was too
strong for the Tutor on the Saturday but
Ron Catten did his 5 hours in the
Swallow and on the Sunday Les Allard,
our Chairman, also completed his 5
hours. Chris Hughes, a member of the
463 syndicate, took the 463 "round the
hills" to Eastbourne and back.

An expedition was organised to. the
Pyrenees during the middle of February
comprising Derek Holland and three of
the syndicate members with their air
craft. Everyone had some interesting
wave flying but Derek was probably
the nearest to getting his gold height
with a maximum of 9,600 ft. above the
site (15,300 ft. a.s.l.) in the French club's
canopied Gnrnau. An exhausted oxygen
bottle prevented him getting higher.

P. W.

SOUTHDOWN

lead in these parties is taken by this
group.

SUJ;llmer courses are again finding in
creasing support and fortunately we are
a.ble to meet this; long may this con
tmue. W. A. S.

PERKINS

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION

THE first of our new advanced two
seaters arrived on the airfield late in

March, this being a Ka-7 and is owned
by Roger Pears, who is generously plac
ing the aircl'aft under club control when
·not required by him. Early in May a
Capstan should appear as our second
advanced two-seater and thus make pos
sible certain modifications to our train
ing schedule.

The Treasurer has launched an annual
ground improvement programme and,
aided by oUr resident staff, is ferrying
large quantities of ash to the airfield. In
parallel with this, levelling of the S.W.
end is being carried out by friends of
the club.

The winter programme Qf parties and
lectures organised by Mabel Ritchie has
'proved very popular, these have been
supplemented by impromptu if not spor
adic parties ,in the KinnesswQQd, Well
burn and Larch Cabin areas. One private
Skylark group has cornered the market
in home brewed beer and naturally, the
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W E are now nearly established at
Spanhoe Aerodrome, which is

about 15 miles west of Peterborough,
after having dismantled and moved from
Westwood our old semi-circular hangar
in the last two months_ We are at Span
hoe by the kindness of Sir Roger
Conant,who is well-known in gliding
circles, and wh~ will be flying with tQ~

club. After seemg pulley launching at
Dunkeswell, we are making the neces
sary equipment, and we hope to cut out
a lot of wasted time by this method of
launching. We expect to fly for the
first time at Spanhoe on 4th April.

C. C. D.

by out Ground Equipment team, led by
an untiring Keith Plummer, in the task
of replacing our work-weary winch' by
a smaller and more youthful version.
Small pieces are now joining into an
interesting whole.

By and large all systems are set to
go and if Wally Wallington and his
weather men can be persuaded to pro
duce a better brew than of late we
~hould be able to turn a poor beginning
mto a most successful year. L. A. S.



WRIGHT
FtNEQUAUTYBUILDINGS

Specially des·ignOO to meet Club
House and Hangar requirements
~ __ . . , Fine, quality fully. guaranteed buildings in

'"""t:;;'-- .'~.. CLEAR SPANS of 40' to .80' at very competiJive
-' .20 - prices-from 6(4d. p~r sq. ft. (uni~sulated) or

7(lOd. per sq. It. (lnsulated)-dehvered and
erected. Portal frame construction gives maxi
mum headroom.

- __ t!!!I!!!!!!!!!! __

OMPLnE THIS COUPON NOW!
Tick. which.",.r is requir.d.o PI..,. tend yo~r he'!'" eelalogu. (wlthoyr obligllrion)o PI••w • .sk your repre,sent.rrve 10

contact me for an appointmento The dimensions of the building in ..hien I am interested
ar:e:-

stale 1englh.. width......... height ..

S & G

NAME

ADDRE.SS _ .

Tel. No ..

. R.O.WRIGHT& CO. LTD LOWER WORKS BANBURY OXON

. Telephone. Banbury 4271
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aircraft, the Club T-31 and Tutor, the
syndicate Swallow "Kiwi" from Bristol
G.C. and the syndicate Kite which is
ex-London G.c. We look forward to
the Kite outsoaring the rest. Talking of
soaring, lvor tells us he cross-countried
in an 8-knot thermal to 3,000 ft. - in
March. Let's hope he takes a few of
these thermals with him to the Mynd
on the Easter rally.

Danny Roberts and leuan Lewis
(pronounced Yiyan) have the honour of
towing the rebuilt club trailer during the
Easter rally (incidentally, complete with
1,500 pop rivets). More about that in
the next issue.

STAFFORDSHIRE

N OT much to report from Meir. The
twelve members wbo were still on

the flying list when the T-31 was
grounded have soldiered on in very
indifferent weather mainly. Some mild
soaring was possible over the week-end
7-8th March and some quite reasonable
durations were obtained.

The difficulty lately has been muster
ing enough people to make flying pos
sible and most week-ends have seen
only one afternoon's operations. How
ever, our T-31 is due back any moment
and two more training courses have
been organised to commence as soon as
it returns. There is also a long waiting
list of people who were due for con
version checks before the loss of .the
two-seater.

The end of the first year's flying is
now in sight and our total launches are
now in the 1,700 region. Several pilots
other than instructors have had more
than 100 launches and one has even had
160. It just shows what regular auend
ance can achieve. A. W. H. L. W.

WORCESTERSHIRE

A T our A.G.M. on 13th February
Eric Rolph was re-elected Chair

man; Tom Mantle,. Secretary, and Bill
Macham, Treasurer, the remainder of
the Committee was re-elected en bloc
with one addition, Ron F'recman.

We are pressing on with our site
development programme, work. has com
menced on the culvert necessary to
"dchazardise" the drainage ditch that
runs across our runway, this has

necessitated temporary darning of the
stream, one member of the working
party has alre.ady discovered that the
water behind the dam is quite deep and
that a pair of 17" gumboots will not
cope with 30" of water.

A small lighting plant has been in
stalled in the hangar, and a solid fuel
stove fitted in the temporary clubhouse,
in the end of the building. Negotiations
are in progress Which, we hope, will lead
to usacqniring a second winch to be
mounted on the rear of an ex-Govt.
Bedford truck.

T. M.

SERVICE NEWS

EAGLE
(Detmold, Germany)

I N the last two months we have been
involved with Cs. of A. The T-21 is

finished and the Swallow is nearing
completion. We hope to have it f'eady
in the near future.

Our first soaring flights of the season
have been made. Wally Lombard and
Ted Sheph:ard, flying the T-21 managed
to stay up fQr 35 minutes and Ken Ward,
flying the T-21 solo, contacted a wave
and reached 2.000 feet before leaving
the 10 f.p.s. lift and landing after 29
minutes.

Our instructor position has improved
considerably with the arrival of John
Welsh; Bryan Middleton has recently
returned from R.A.F. Bicester with a
C category.

The local German club have very
genero\JSly agreed to Jtive us the use of
their Grunau Baby for early solo fly
ing. We are very grateful to them for
this. H. B. E. M.

OVERSEAS NEWS

ARGENTINA
RUDOLFO HOSSINGER won the
_ _ 1964 Argentine Nationaf Champion
ship held at Cordoba from 12th-26th
January with 6,871 points, flying a
Standard Austria. This was over 2,300
points more than the second place pi.lot
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FINLAND

THE Vasarna (pik 16), which won last
year's Osnv Standard Class Prize, is

being produced in series by the Finnish
Aeronautical Association at Jami Fly
ing School.-AVIASP()RT.

seeding list are Wodl, Ulbing ana Fritz,
all of whom flew in the last World
Championships in Argentina.

On 27th January, 1964, seeing good
waves over Wiener Neustadt (25 miles
S. of Vienna, at the eastern end of the
Alps), Johann Weber got a launch from
there in a Standard Austria at 13.29
after some trouble in finding a tug
pilot. He had reached 3,800 m.
(12,470 ft.) when darkness came on and
he had to break off the climb while
still going up at 2 m./sec.; otherwise
he is sure he could have climbed
3,000 m. above release, which was at
2,000 m.-AusTRoFLUO.

(fhis was apparently the first flight
in this wave, and by coincidence it hap
pened on the 31st anniversary of the
first "gliding mail" flight by Robert
Kronfeld. He flew from Vienna to
SCmmering in his Austria 11, mostly on
tow, casting off 15 km. from his desti
nation. But four days later, on 3lst
January, 1933, he cast off over Wiener
Neustadt, slope-soared to Semmering,
and delivered the maIL-Eo.)

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

AUSTRALIA

earned, in spite of a handicap system
that rated his sailplane at 0.83 and the
Ka-8B at I. I. He was the only one to
complete all of the six speed tasks, at
speeds of from 27 to 61 m.p.h., and he
went the farthest on the one distance
task. Jose Ortner finished 9th in another
Standard Austria, with 2,878 points.
There were 21 in the Open Class and
19 in a separate Standard Class, which
was not handicapped. The weather was
poor, with weak thermals, much low
cloudiness and rain.-SOARING.

D EPARTMENT of Civil Aviation
policy was still to remove gliders

from all Government and Licensed aero
dromes, the G.F.A. Council was told by
David Rees, the airfields and airspace
officer. Nevertheless at Camden com
bined operations (gliding and power
flying) have been proceeding with great
success and he was optimistic that
D.C.A. would soon appreciate that glid
ing could be carried on safely in com
bination with powered operations in
this country, as it was throughout the
rest of t,he world.

It was hoped that when the Depart
ment gained confidence in combined
operation its policy of overall segrega
tion of gliding and power would disap
pear altogether. He felt that satisfactory
progress had been made throughout the
past year towards this goal.

Four new national records were set
up during 1963. Three were for two
seaters, all in the Kookaburra type:
14.000 ft. absolute altitude and 13,000 ft.
height gain by V. Schoithe and R. Web
ster, of Sunraysia G.c., and 76 miles
goal flight by Max Howland and
Marjorie Pegler, of KingarQy GC. M.
links, of Waikerie G.C., flew 236 miles
goal-and-return in a Ka-6. M. Gill
exceeded Harry Schneider's 392-mile
distance record by too small .a margin
for recognition.-AuSTRALIAN GLIDING.

W ASSMER Aviation Company has
offered a cup, the ··Coupe-Chal

lenge Bijave", for annual competition
among pilots of the Bijave (Wa-30), for
the fastest circuit round a closed course
of at least 300 km. during each calendar
year. The fastest circuit yet done in
the machine is 55.324 km./h. (34.4 m.p.h.)
over 302 km. by Biagi and Lessertisseur
from La Fert~. A prize of 1,000 F goes
with the cup, and if the machine is flown
two-up, the pilot-in-charge gets both
cup and prize. The cup is retained by
anvone wmning it three~ times running.

The . cup is 'open ~or internatio.nal

I N the 1963 decentralized national c-on- competition. Particulars will soon be
test, Harro Wodl won with 50,788 available from the A~ro-Club de France,

Points, Franz Ulbing was second with which will control the competition.
34,172, and Othmar FahrafeIIner 3rd Wassmerare considering producing a
with 28,992. At the head of the 1964 new sailplane with Wa-23 type wings of
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WEST GERMANY

AT this year's National Champs.
(16th-31st May at &oth aerodrome

near NUmberg) both classes, Open and
Standard. will be allowed radio.

The 1964 Decentralized Contest runs
from 27th March to 28th September. In
the individual competition there will be
a winner in each age group - over and
under 25 years on the last competition
day; in the team compe?tion the three
best flights, each by a different member
of the same gliding association (Verein)
will count. Basic score is I point per
km.; bonuses 50% for goal flight, 75",[.
for goal-and-return, and 100% for tn
angle. In the lower age group both occu
pants of a two-seater must be under 25.

An estimate of the equipment due for
annual overhaul this year is: 2,800 sail
planes (of which about 500 are over
10 years old), 60 "motor sailplanes".,
750 winches, 600 parachutes 'and 1,500
trailers.

The Delphin V-2 is a conventional
'sailplane of 13 metres span (42 ft. 8 in.)
except that the boundary layer !s au.to
matically sucked away at the Junction
between wing and aileron, and th.e
sucked-in air emerges through a ~ht

along the wing-tip on the upper wmg
surface. The aileron chord is only
100 mm. (3.94 inches); but in spite .of
this the machine can be rolled With
very little stick; force lI-t 30· per second.
The producer is Ahrc:ns Sportflugzeug
bau, of Krefeld (Hulser Strasse 398).
AERO KURIER.

Hans-Wemer Grosse has flown 70 km.
(43i- mileo;) acros:; the Baltic fro,!! Ltibeck
ro Copenhagen ID 3 hrs. 40 mm. A~R6

SPO~T claims this to be the first glider
flight across the Baltic, but Dick SChre
del', of V.S.A., did so during the 1960
World Championships, when he lo.st
the way to Fehmarn and landed m
East Germany. Grosse's course would
have been over alternating land. and s.ea,
the longest necessary sea crossmg belDg
12 miles, from Fehmarn to Lolland.
Eo.

18 m. span and aspec~ ratio. 22, with. an
entirely new fuselage m WhICh the pJlot
is semi-recumbent.

The French Arm~e de rAir held its
first gliding competition in 1963 with 17
competitors. It is now offering 254 bur
sarie.s for training to C standard, and
99 to Silver C standa.rd, for young
people under 18 years of age. They will
make use of civilian gliding centres.

Bursaries of 300 F, to pay for 30
flights, are being offered by the Service
de la Formation A6ronautique to young
people of under 21 who have already
reached the C sta$e.

A regional e1immating contest f~r the
Nationals will be held l>y the VOIon of
Aero Clubs of Ile-de-France at Moret
Epsy aerodrome neaF Paris from 16th
18th June. There Will be two classes:
Restricted, for pilots under 21 flying
the Nord-2000 (equivalent to Olympia),
and Open.-AIR ET COSMOS.

EAST GERMANY

C ROSS-COUNTRY flying totalled
140,000 km. (87,000 miles) in 1963.

The decentralized national contest
runs from 15th March to 30th Septem
ber, 1964; competitors must ~ave the
Silver C, and the three best flIghts are
{:ounted. Free distance earns 1,000 points
for 200 km. and thereafter 10 pts. per
km. Goal flights earn 10 pts. per km.
plus 5 pts. for each 0.1 km.lh. above
70 km./h. (43.5 m.p.h.). Triangles and
goal-aDd-returns earn 10 pts. per ~m.
plus 10 pts. per 0.1 km./h. above
45 km./h. (28 m.p.h.).

This year's National Championshi.ps
will be held at SChonhagen, near Berlm,
from 13th to 28th June. Pilots taking
part must either carry the title of Ger
man gliding champion 1960, or have
been placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd in the 1963
trials (Vergleichungswettkampfen), or
have earned over 12,000 points in the
1963 decentralized contest.

Adolf Daumann, of Schwerin, holds
the East German records for free dis
tance and goal flight (665 km. = 432
miles to Lublin) and 500-km. triangle
(66.7 km./h. = 41.4 m.p.h.). Joachim
Baueh, with a flight made at SChonhagen HOLLAND
on 5th December, 1961, set up the pres- . _ '. Safari
ent records for absolute altitude, THE last weedk off the ISSObJ; wave
8500 m and height gain 7150 m. gave one ay 0 reasona A'
<27,887 ;~d 23,458 ft.).-A.e;o SPORT. P. W. Scholte, J. v. d. Berg, E. .
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Bierdrager, and W. de Zoete reac,bed
Gold C heights on 17th February. A
very poor result, however, of an event
lasting 12 weeks with 6 groups of at
least 6 peo,ple involve.d.

In New Zealand, our emigrated
countryman Eric van Notten did better
in his Sagitta. He reached 31,000 feet
a.s.l., setting up a new Dutch National
reoord.

As a complement to the gliding sec
tion in A via. the magazine of the Royal
NetherlandS Aero Club, we have started
an offset-printed gliding quarterly (later
to become hi-monthly) called TJiermiek.
The first number was a very good start
and .everybody is looking forward to the
next issue. It is sent free to every
member of all Dutch gliding clubs.

In Suriname (Neth. Guiana) the AKKA
gliding club is developing very well.
They plan to buy some new machines.

J. Th. v. E.

IRELAND
(Clonmel, Co. Tipperary)

P' ACING its second year in full opera
tion, the Clonmel Gliding Club pos'

sesseS its own site (donated by founder
member Count de la Poer), a Rhonlerche
2. V-8 engined launching winch, hangar,
field telephone system, tractor and
other necessary equipment.

The site is situated 7 miles S.E. of
Clonmel (pop. 11,000) in the foothills
of the beautiful Comeragh Mountains.
At 1,300 ft. a.s.l. the heath·covered club
grounds are overlooked by a "made-to
measure" ridge on which some of our
Dublin friends had little difficulty in
getting their 5·hour Silver C duration
when they visited us.

To make more use of the facilities
available, our CF.I~ Martin Mulhall,
Who flies his own Ka-8, has put forward
the following suggestion, with the Com
mittee's approval;-

An invitation is extended to members
of gliding clubs in Britain (and else
Where) to form groups and enjoy a
h.oliday in this area. Groups are to con
SiSt of not less thall five and should
include an instructor with a RG.A. rat
ing. They will have full use of the
Club's equipment" during their stay, lI-nd
will operate with only occasional 'assist-

ance from the CIon me! members.
The area has much to offer as well

as gliding - fishing, shooting, pony·
trekking, golf and great scenic charm:

For full par!ielllars, contact Jim Phe
lan, 13 Q'Connell Street, Clonmel, Co,
Tipperary, Ireland.

ITALY

'T'OTAL flying for 1963 at the gliding
~ centres was 14,205 hrs. 22 mins..

from 17,797 launches. New national
records set up during the year were:
'FFee Distance, 542 km. (337 miles);
feminine Free Distance and Goal Flight,
316 km. (\.97 miles); feminine Goal
and-Return, 172.8 km. (1072 miles);
new records for 100- and 3OO-km. and
feminime lOO-km. Triangles. There. are
97 sil1gle-seater and 39 two-seater sail
planes in the country - total, 136.
VOlO A VELA.

SWEDEN

FLYING in the wave at Saint AUban,
France, in a Breguet·901, Vlf G. Ax.

a visitor from Sweden. beat tbe Swedish
national height recol1d on 23rd Marcb.
He reached 8,600 m. (28,215 ft.) abso
lute altitude, with 7,500 m. (24,606 ft.)
gain of height.-AIR ET COSMOS.

A Swedish pilot, Per-Axel Persson, set
up a world height record on 12th July,
1947, IJ,y reaching 8,:WO m: (26,903 ~t.)
from a 600 m. launch, flying a Welhe
in a thunderstorm. This remained the
world record till Paol MacCready beat
it on 31st December, 1948, with 29,500 ft.
in the Bishop Wave in California.-ED.

UNITED STATES

M R. LLOYD LICHER. who has
combined the editorship of Soaring

with the office of-Executive Secretary of
tbe Soaring Society' of Americ;a, is find
iog the latter post taking !JP !J1Qre and
mor.e of his time. So Soaring IS now to
have a fuU-time editor, Mr. Alex Dawy
doff, who has been in avi.ation journ~l
ism for many years, WIth a speCial
inte.rest in gliding.
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Aberdeen Gliding Club
Utr.,ty. 4 l'Ilil•• N.~. TlIrritf, A1MrcI••nahir.

Why not a Gliding Holiday?
This club has successfully held gliding holidays lor the
past 10 y••rs and once a\1l1ln off.r cours" during July.
,,"ugusl and September. Choice of side by side Of

,land"'" t'fP' Iwo selt.,
Good therm I .nd wa-.-. sil•.

Comfort.bI. co.unhy hotel acco",lnod.atiOl1 wilh
excell&nf c.tering. All in cherge 16 gns. per w..k.

For del.ill writ.to,-W. K. KIRK, COIIr.. s.(n.'......
53 Braesld. A",enuej Aberdeen

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFIELD. GLOUCESTER

We offer exceUenl Ihermal, hill and w.-w'. soarjng .1 a
site on· the wes'ern edge of I·h, Cotswolds, Near SIIoud
neel includes Skylark 11, O·lympta, SWilnOW, Pr.fecl and

Dual J/.llining Machin.... AerolowinD a".ilabll.
Comfortable ~Iubhous., first'cllls Canteen, Bunl.hoUJe

and 8M'.
Summet C;r.din.g Ho,jday-s for .b·ini:io Non·Members.

Wrire to, BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIELO. N,. STONEHOUSE. GLOS.

TeJophoa. ULEY 342
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DO "OUR GLIDING ON THE CORNISH RIVIERA

THE CORNISH GlIDrNG CLUB
Offen l.:ourses b,lween .4lh MA.Y and 14th SEPTEMBER

0" it, tNonihcln, cOlliil1 Clilt SOld". Sile
in Ih'l h..rl of 'his famed holiday If.,

B.G.A. CIIt-egorigd InslrucfoJS

26 miles of golden ands, Ihe but surl bathing beeches
in rhe country - and all the usual holJday .",enili...

VisitOfs .lwIYS wery w..co....
Id..1 for lamilies end friend.

Apply, W. D. TREADWElL.
20 THE VALLEY, PORTHCURNO, PENZANCE.
CORNWALL Tel. SI. Burya.210

Tbe Detbyshire ,and Lancashire
GUDING CWB

Camphill, Great Hucklow, Nr. Tideswell.
Derbyshire

The Club-het three dual conrrol glider·s end offers ,elemen'
taty, jRlermedil'e end hJgh performance facilili-s i1Rd
'raining. 'Privat. Owners calered fo,. The comfortebl. Club
House, OOfJllitar.te:J and Clnl_n ate, under It.. care of •
Residenl Steward a"d SlewardeS!. At umptlill th.....,e,
..11 'thON thin·gs which make th, comPlete Gliding ~ub.

W,it. to Ih. Secrelary for delaiFs of Me",benhip and
S.uJru"., Courses.

Telo""o•• TidoswoH 201

AGliding Holiday in Kent
with rhe Kenr Gliding Club on their new sHe
af Glaring on the North Downs overlooking

the beautiful Kentish Weald.
Come and learn to Fly on a week. course

for only 18 gns.
Qualified Instructors, dual control Gliders

Details from:
A. L 'Cosens,

Prabbles Hill Cottage. Pluckley.
Ashford, 'Kent

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB
The Lon,g Mynd, Shropshire

Ab initio tr,aining
Advllnced instruction

Ridge soaring rhermals. wave flying
Excellenr residential clubhouse

Good food Bar
RESIDENTIAL SUMMER COURSES

Wdte to: "ENQUIRIES",
t Hidcroft, Cunnery Road.

CHURCH STRETrON. Slvopshire
Tel. linley 206



Scottish Gliding Union
PORTMOAK. SCOTLANDWELL. BY KINROSS

Excellent HiU, Th..-rnIIl Md We•• Soering
in beautiful surroundings

CD",fort.bl. 'Ch,twoon.s, exriU...t .kdrooln
.ccomfnO~.'io", full c.'ering end Bar

Balancfld _Club Ffeel ~esident Instructor
SUMMER CiOURSES F BEGINNERS

JWCE TO SEP EM.lUt
METlOROlOGY AlilD G1JI'>fNG COUItSE

13th - 19th SEPTEMBER
Visitor., end vi,.ling aircr.ft welcome

Write to the S.c,elery for further d.t.ils

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Sullon Bank. Thirsk. North Yorkshire

fin..' W• ..,.., Tli.,MaI and Hill $oe""fiI abOve
,.,. H...bl.'on Hill.; Slo.... be_n So.th
.nd Norlh W .... FoUy R.tidon'ioI. C.ntrolly

hMI.d. mod.rn ClubOOute; offering e,ongenial
."._h..o. Mod•• IIHt of Soilplon....d

du.I""Conlrol Trainers-" Visitors el.ay,
W.tconte. MeMbership d...ils froRl the

Gan:..1 seer••ry. SUllnaer Holiday COUTS"
h'.il.bIe for Novices and Solo pilots.

Det.iI. ft... rh. Cour.. s,.crctary

Telephone, Sunon (Thirskl 237
Declar. us your goal this year

10'NDON GLIDING CLUB

We are large enough to be able to offer
really lirst class lacilities and yet can still
retain the Iriendly atrno~phere of a single
Club. Our si le at Dunstable provides a chal~

subsoil for prolific thermals and an aerody
~amically efficient hill lor cheap getaways
In the Summer and steady solace in the
Winter. Why not visit us, or write to the

Mi!nllger lor information?

We are holding a Gliding Carnival
and Old Tyrne Air Display on

Sunday, 21st June.
Visitors are ..elcome by air or any other means.

1964 cour•• vac.ncjei &v.:I,bJ. only Oft ••IIy or "te
courMS now.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB. DUNSTABLE DOWNS.

BEDS. rol; Dunstable 63419

LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE
The Lasham Gliding Society ltd. provides communal training, launching and
sociat. facilities for a federation of seven dubs, operating atlasham, of which

the Surrey Gliding Club offers membership to the public.

BEGINNERS' COURSES THROUGHOUT THE YIAR
ONE T.21 AND THREE. T.49 TWO-SEATERS FOR

ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED TRAINING
THREE FULL TIME PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS

FLYING EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

New members, whether ab initio or with previous experience, are
welcomed by the Surrey Gliding Club.

FOI details of CQIlrs•• 01 club membership apply to:-

The Secretary. Lasham Gliding Cent.... Alton,Hants.

Telephone H."lard 270

PLEASE MENTION "SA'LPl...NE .. GLIDING" WHEN IIEPlYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS



C.C.I06D

CAPSTAN
Capstan are cool as an early morning
round, smooth as a well·kept green, satis
fying as a shot that goes straight down
the middle. Try Capstan yourself and
enjoy perfect smoking pleasure.

Perfectly made - perfectly protected




